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Abstract 

The Russian food stores in the Czech Republic can be considered representations of the food 

practices for the Russian-speaking immigrant community. Despite the common notion that 

financial gain is a primary focus, I would like to argue that these food stores are the public 

spaces that link the immigrant’s past and present surroundings and plays the role of the 

communicative bridge with their native’s social network. The thesis studies the Russian food 

stores in Prague as a way of public space that is crucial for maintaining their cultural identity 

and presents as a medium during the cultural shock for the Russian-speaking immigrants 

represented by a common theme - nostalgia. By employing an ethnographic approach along 

with the discourse analysis, I attempt to demonstrate the ways of the mentioned public space 

being a part of the food practices for this community. The findings should contribute to the 

understanding of the processes and ways of assimilation in Russian-speaking immigrants, 

along with their national identification. Furthermore, the thesis opens a discussion regarding 

the accessible tools of cultural and social involvement of immigrants into the Czech 

community. 

 

Abstrakt 

Obchody Ruské speciality v České republice lze považovat za reprezentaci potravinářských 

zvyků pro rusky mluvící komunitu cizinců. Navzdory společné představě, že finanční zisk 

je primárním cílem těchto obchodů, v této práci bych chtěla upozornit na skutečnost, že tyto 

obchody s potravinami jsou především veřejným prostorem, které spojují minulé a současné 

prostředí imigranta a hraje roli komunikačního mostu v rámci sociálních sítí cizince. Tato 

diplomová práce zkoumá obchody Ruské speciality v Praze jako veřejný prostor, který je 

zásadní pro zachování národní identity imigranta a představuje médium v průběhu 

kulturního šoku pro rusky mluvící přistěhovalce propojené společným tématem – nostalgií. 

Pomocí etnografického výzkumu s diskurzivní analýzou se pokouším demonstrovat 

způsoby, kterými je uvedený veřejný prostor součástí potravinových zvyků pro vybranou 

komunitu. Zjištění by měla přispět k pochopení procesů a způsobů asimilace u rusky 

mluvících cizinců spolu s jejich národní identifikací. Práce dále otevírá diskusi o dostupných 

nástrojích kulturního a sociálního zapojení imigrantů do české komunity. 
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Introduction 

“Eli, how often do you buy Russian products in those Russian food stores of yours? I have 

never been there, but I would like to go there just out of curiosity”. This line is usually 

starting in the second week of meeting someone new. Nevertheless, I began to think and ask 

myself – why would I need to go and buy Russian products in Prague? Why would  

a person move to another country and still seek food from the home country? Why do people 

think that I visit these food stores regularly based on my citizenship? As  

a first-generation Russian-speaking immigrant, I am still curious about Czech cuisine and 

Czech food products, which are enough for my daily needs. Nevertheless, during all those 

years I have met people and places, where there is a possible demand for the so-called 

Russian products.  

One particular observation helped me to understand this issue. My mother visited me 

for the first two years regularly. The last time she paid a visit, I was in the second year of 

my bachelor’s degree and had a little time to even think about some other food than in the 

nearest supermarket. She was homesick, which was because she did not speak Czech, and 

that is why she was constantly surfing social media to find some Russian places in Prague 

in the second week. After a month, she wanted to make the Russian traditional  

home-made salad named “herrings under the coat” and needed herrings for it. She was 

searching for “the right one” in all Czech supermarkets. Nothing was good enough, and after 

several days of searching, she asked me to find a Russian food store, where “they may have 

a normal one”. At this point, I started to be curious as, why my mother would search for 

Russia, the country she is not so keen on when she is in the middle of Europe, where the 

food assortment is considerably diverse than in the home country. Suddenly, she wanted to 

visit another Russian food store because she missed “the normal tea” or wanted “normal 

Siberian pelmeni”. The “normal” got me interested as I was never seeking out this kind of 

product because they may be “normal” to me. I was not looking for those familiar things. 

This was the moment when I started wondering if my mother was looking for  

a familiar taste, sense, package, or emotion? 

After visiting these Russian food stores several times, I noticed that most clients were 

Russian-speaking immigrants there. They were looking for “waffles like in my childhood” 

or “candies that my mom was buying me for my birthday”. For some particular reason, 

clients were explaining their choice of products, and I did not explain myself during food 
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shopping at the time I was living in Russia. By making this parallel, I would like to stress 

the difference in the clients’ behavior at these stores. Furthermore, I decided that my cultural 

shock may be in delay as I was studying and did not have time for missing the culture in 

which I grew up. However, I have visited these food stores several times  

in the next years, and it was always to purchase something for my friends or colleagues  

to show them something new that was a regular thing for me in the past.  

I was explaining my choice to my friends and colleagues by putting those stories about 

packaging on the sweets like “Here you can see our famous church in Moscow”. Essentially, 

I was tying up a product with my experience. After a while, I noticed that  

not all those products are Russian or even from Russian-speaking countries. The majority of 

the jars had the same labels and images printed in Russian, but the actual origin of  

the products was in Germany. This fact leads to the thought, whenever the goal  

is to resemble an image or a taste. I had more questions than answers, and it was apparent 

that the food may not be the main commodity in those stores. The following questions  

may be considered as the main ones: What can an immigrant seek in those products? 

Furthermore, why does an immigrant look for a particular taste? Does a Russian  

product have a sociocultural and socioeconomic value for the Russian-speaking  

immigrant community?   

For the purposes of this thesis, I would like to point out that food plays a significant 

role in everyday activities for all groups and communities predominantly as a source of 

energy in its biological context. For a considerable amount of time, it has been considered 

and viewed predominantly in the context of calories and energy density with  

a specialization of dietary and health benefits (Subramanian, Deaton 1996; Girz et al. 2012). 

However, the issue of food significance has received considerable critical attention in the 

social sciences with the global immigration flow (Uherek 2008: 194). As the immigration 

flow proceeds in Europe, we can see a mix of the cultural traditions as a part of socialization. 

However, the issue with the food practices has not been examined enough in the context of 

the immigration flow itself. Also, recent trends in social anthropology along with migration 

studies show that there has been an increasing interest in the significance of food for 

particular cultures (Nandy 2002) and communities (Colloredo-Mansfeld et al. 2014) 

including immigrant communities (Alfonso 2014). The changes experienced by the 

immigrant community due to a new milieu seem to be linked to the theory of cultural shock 

and cross-cultural adaptation (Nolan 1990: 2). Overall, the understanding of food has 
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changed in recent studies with a focus on its cultural and social importance for particular 

groups or communities. Besides, the developing interest in the immigrants’ life in social 

sciences includes not only their socio-demographic indicators but also relates to their 

everyday life. 

Nevertheless, the food practices can be demonstrated not only by the cuisine in so-

called ethnic restaurants and festivals but also by other public and private spaces (Nandy 

2002). Drawing on the theory of public spaces as a medium for communication, Russian 

food stores can be understood and perceived not only as a place for economic activities for 

both sides. Here I would like to draw attention to the perspective of the Russian food stores 

as a public space domain that serves not only economic exchange but also plays a role of  

a communication bridge and an emotional setting linked to the immigrant’s past. The 

exchange between clients and a seller can be viewed as a cultural exchange or rather as an 

attempt to fill in the gaps that were created due to the separation from their homeland (Plaza 

2014: 468). Therefore, the client becomes a pursuer of something familiar in the new milieu. 

In case this gap cannot be fulfilled by socially acceptable public spaces, such as  

a supermarket or a regular food store, the immigrant may look in other “specialized” places 

for a replacement. 

What is more, the absence of the “right” sour cream or “normal” baking soda, as  

I have heard in the several Russian food stores, can be distinguished as an excuse to turn to 

something familiar – community, symbols, or even food packaging that will be written in 

Russian despite its different origin (Chadwell 2002: 3). Therefore, it can be said that the 

homeland food product for an immigrant community should be not only presumed as  

a concept of personal preferences but rather as a tool for seeking something that will 

resemble a so-called “past life” in the context of the assimilation process. Consequently, it 

can be said that the homeland food for an immigrant community should be not only 

presumed as a concept of personal preferences but rather as a tool for seeking something that 

will resemble a so-called “past life” in the context of the assimilation process. Together, the 

Russian food stores should be considered as an ethnic public space that provides the 

immigrant community a sense of belonging. At the same time, it is a public space that 

provides not only emotional links to the past through the store’s setting and its products but 

also should be perceived as a communication bridge for the immigrant community itself. 

To understand the value of the food stores for the immigrant community as a public 

space domain, it is essential to understand the significance of the food practices in the context 
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of the immigrant community itself. Several attempts have been made to define the food 

practices in different immigrant communities and diasporas – Caribbean (Alfonso 2014), 

Mexican (Maffei 2016), or Italian (Chadwell 2002). Despite the recent trend in this subject, 

these studies show a lack of interest in the East-European immigrants. Besides, it is 

problematic to find sociological or anthropological studies about the immigrants’ food 

practices in East-European countries. The issue has grown in importance in light of recent 

political discourses in the post-Soviet states that resulted in the vast interest to migrate from 

these countries (Uherek 2003; Pavelka 2010). Therefore, there is a lack of literature on food 

practices related to East-European immigration even though the immigration flow in this 

part of Europe is still significant. Nevertheless, most studies on food practices have only 

focused on food preparation, dietary preferences, and ethnic restaurants in the context of the 

immigration community (Chadwell 2002; Nandy 2002). However, there have been several 

studies with the focus on the Russian food stores that were qualitative in their nature 

(Bernstein 2015; Feldman 2008). Nonetheless, it is still little known about the food practices 

of several immigration communities in the East-European food practices, which may be 

reflected by the old notion that such countries, including the Czech Republic, are merely  

a transition point (Wallace, Palyanitsya 1995: 108). It remains a major challenge to reflect 

on the ethnic food stores in Eastern Europe or, in particular, the Czech Republic to identify 

its significance as a public space for immigrant communication due to the mentioned lack of 

scientific research. 

The main aim of the thesis is to assess an ethnic food store as a public domain for the 

immigrant community. In particular, it seeks to identify how the Russian food stores in 

Prague play the role of a so-called communicative bridge and, therefore, link the immigrant’s 

past life, his/her new milieu, and nationality along with emotions of pride towards the 

homeland. Also, part of the aim is to explore if the concept of emotions will play a more 

considerable role in this situation as the “rightness” and “nationality” of certain products can 

be viewed as a representation of the patriotism and loyalty for the home country or 

nationality (Bernstein 2015: 95). Another question is whether the understandable and 

recognizable symbols for Russian-speaking immigrant (for instance,  

a store’s name written in Russian, art decoration or ornaments in gzhel or chochlom1) are 

used as pure marketing strategy for tourists or is rooted in a desire to be more visible for the 

 
1 Russian traditional art ornaments 
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main customers – the immigrant community. Given all that, I would like to argue that the 

Russian food stores in Prague provide more than just products, and they can be viewed as  

a source of a nostalgic communicative bridge for Russian-speaking immigrants  

that provides not only new interpersonal links inside the community but also appeal to 

certain emotions. 
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1. Theoretical background 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature on several significant issues for this 

paper. It begins by exploring the issue of cultural authenticity and its relation to the food, 

along with the marketization of the authenticity. After that, I would like to introduce an issue 

of the space in the ethnic food stores. As was mentioned in the introduction, the paper also 

explores, how food can be affected by emotions and vice versa. Those themes will be 

discussed in this chapter as well. After that, I will continue with a discussion on the subject 

of the assimilation strategies among immigrants, along with a description of the relation 

between home and host countries for this community. The chapter will end by examining 

the issue of national identity, including the specifics of the Russian-speaking community. 

1.1 Cultural authenticity in social sciences 

The issue of cultural authenticity should be considered through the lens of the applied 

methodology in the context of this thesis. Since the paper is based on the data collected 

during ethnographic research, it provides the capacity to comprehend an issue of cultural 

authenticity related to the research question. As the ethnography itself may bring new 

notions related the cultural manners, it is worth mentioning George Marcus’s (1995: 97) 

view on the potential input of the multi-sited ethnography. 

According to Marcus (1995) and Feldman (2008), ethnography can provide  

a researcher with an understanding of the fluid nature of the cultural processes with its 

connection, relations, and associations. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that those 

cultural processes, including the cultural authenticity of the particular object or event, should 

be understood rather as fluid in the global context (Feldman 2008: 316). In this case, cultural 

production has an impact on the global systems, which is illustrated in its fullness by 

ethnography as a research tool. As I have previously mentioned in the introductory section, 

the vision of the Russian food-stores in Prague was based predominantly on an ethnographic 

diary, which supports the mentioned notion of the fluid nature of the cultural processes, 

including cultural authenticity. 

To elaborate on my previous statement, I would like to propose that food or food 

products can be perceived as a subject of cultural authenticity. Nevertheless, it should be 

assumed that food can obtain cultural significance that is prescribed by the food practices in 

the particular society’s everyday life (Plaza 2014: 464). Through these daily activities, 

individuals collectively or privately may link food, for instance, to the particular person, 
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which can be illustrated in the sayings like “This is a pie like my grandmother used to do” 

(ibid: 470). Here I would like to note with regards to the cultural importance of the food that 

its authenticity is connected to the shared values, cultural heritage throughout the 

generations. The authenticity of the particular cuisine is embedded in the society’s memory 

based on its cultural significance. 

1.1.1 Can you taste authenticity? 

In the context of this thesis, the relationship between ethnic food and its authenticity should 

be mentioned. Here, I would like to point out the fact that the ethnic food itself should be 

considered as rather labeled or believed to be one by the majority of the particular society. 

For this paper, I would like to apply the definition of ethnic cuisine and food by Ashis Nandy 

(2003) as “the cuisine of one’s significant “others”.  In this sense, ethnic food is understood 

through the notion of normality according to Durkheim’s model of normality (Durhkeim 

1982: 85-90). Nevertheless, the ethnic food itself presents in the connotation of “others” to 

the dominating culture in the particular place. 

 As has been already mentioned, the cultural process, including authenticity, is fluid 

in its nature. Therefore, it is possible to assume that the understanding of ethnic food may 

also be malleable in this context. This argument can be supported by Ashis Nandy’s paper 

(2003) on Indian food in the global metropolitan culture. One of the significant arguments 

in this paper is related to the importance of ethnic food itself in the context of globalization. 

As was mentioned, ethnic food can be understood as a particular tool for cultural diversity 

tolerance (ibid: 248). I would like here to point out that the high level of cultural diversity is 

predominantly seen by the social scientists in capital cities (Bloomfield 2003) or large 

metropolitan cities (Green and Simon-Cereijido 2019). Therefore, it can be understandable 

that in Prague, as the capital city of the Czech Republic, such ethnic food stores might exist. 

Nevertheless, the solemn existence of the ethnic food restaurants of food stores cannot show 

the cultural diversity in the particular town or city. 

 On the other hand, the concept of ethnic food should not be considered only as  

a measurement tool for someone’s cultural diversity. It should be reflected through the lens 

of the social construction as it puts Fine and Lu (1995: 547). Their understanding of the 

authenticity can be considered crucial for the research as it is embedded in the cooperation 

between sellers and consumers, where the exotic product will look more appealing to the 

consumer than its accessible version. Should we apply this argumentation to the earlier 
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mentioned research question, it is crucial to view the ethnic food product not only as 

something distinct based on the notion of Nandy’s (2003) otherness but also as something 

exotic that may be more appealing to the consumers due to its limited availability. In this 

case, the so-called Russian product that was a part of the immigrant’s everyday life or on 

special occasions became to some extent “unique”. 

Furthermore, the social construct of the ethnic food itself can be illustrated through 

several constraints that are mentioned by Fine and Lu (1995: 547). The first one is the social 

constraint that can be explained by the possibility of access to a particular ethnic food. In 

this case, I would like to draw attention to the specifics of the immigration flow to the Czech 

Republic. Drbohlav (2013: 185-186) mentions in his paper regarding the specifics of the 

Czech Republic’s migration patterns that the immigrational boom dated from 2001 consisted 

primarily of the immigrants from post-Soviet countries (Ukraine, Russian and Moldova), 

Slovakia, Vietnam, and Mongolia. Taking this in mind, it would be beneficial to 

acknowledge that only Slovakia is a part of the European Union among the above-mentioned 

countries. Therefore, the social constraints for the immigrants from post-Soviet countries 

can be understood in the behavior patterns that were disturbed by the new milieu in the Czech 

Republic in the sense of the absence of particular food products. for instance, in the local 

supermarkets that may differ due to EU food standards.   

Moreover, economic constraints are adding to the social construction of authentic 

ethnic food. In the case of Russian food products, this is a rather noteworthy example. Here 

I would like to point out the fact that only a minor part of the products in the Russian food 

stores are produced in Russia itself. As it will be mentioned further in the thesis, this issue 

is related to the fact that food products from Russia should undergo a procedure at the custom 

services before being allowed in the EU. This can be considered as a major economic 

constrain in the context of the Russian food stores. Firstly, such food stores are considered 

as small businesses or even as individual entrepreneurs. Secondly, the cost for the 

transportation and the fees for the custom services are considered an issue. Therefore, the 

majority of these Russian products are produced in Germany. Nevertheless, it should be 

noted that the authenticity of the Russian food here is amended to some extent due to 

economic constraints but, at the same time, is redeemed by the alternative solution that is 

considered acceptable for the main category of consumers. 

As for the last-mentioned constraint related to the social construct, Fine and Lu 

(1995) understand it in a sense of culture. In the case of the Russian food stores in Prague, it 
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can be said that the main role plays the actual difference in the Russian and Czech cuisine 

and food practices. Therefore, this should be considered as a part of the social construct of 

the Russian food products as their authenticity and otherness are coming primarily out of 

cultural differences in comparison with local environment. Nevertheless, I would like to 

mention that the ethnic food authenticity in that sense is not related to the untainted food 

experience without any alternations but is expressed on the individual level (Maffei 2016: 

221). Therefore, the authenticity of ethnic food should be studied from the perspective of the 

consumer rather than from the globalized perspective of the economic impact of the 

immigration flows to the particular country. 

As I have already outlined in this section, the authenticity of the food is not a binary 

characteristic. In that sense, it can be assumed that ethnic food can be either authentic or not 

(Chadwell 2002: 3). Following the same argumentation regarding the social construct of 

ethnic food, its authenticity should be taken into consideration as well. Consequently, the 

authenticity of ethnic food should be taken as a part of this social construct that reflects the 

consumer’s attitudes towards food and culture (ibid). I would like to point out that this view 

on the authenticity of the food may be partially replicated to the seller at the ethnic food store 

as well. As it will be explained later in this thesis, the public space dimension of the ethnic 

food stores plays a role in the communication bridge, where the seller is a part of the 

communication because he/she is usually a part of this ethnic community. Therefore, the 

authenticity of the ethnic food in such places can be affected not only by the consumer and 

his/her belief system and values, but also by a seller. 

At this point, it can be presumed that the ethnic food and its ethnic authenticity are 

somehow nationalized by the particular community. It is crucial to point out here the 

distinction between attitudes towards this concept of the food nationalization mentioned by 

Julia Bernstein (2015: 82). Fundamentally, she puts the relation to the ethnic food in two 

rather geographic categories – “belong to us” versus Clifford’s (Haller 2003) “traveling in 

dwelling, dwelling-in-traveling”. Taking this distinction into consideration, the reason 

behind the emergence of various ethnic food stores in the cosmopolitan Western cities can 

be understood in a more detailed way. I would like to point out that Bernstein refers to the 

latter as “Western consumer societies”, which is rather debatable in the sense of the societies’ 

“westernerness” and the level of consumerism in the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, the main 

point in her argumentation is the partial nationalization of ethnic food for the minority 
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community in the host country. This can be explained by the cultural loss during the 

assimilation process, which will be discussed later in this thesis. 

On the other hand, it can be presumed that nationalization of the ethnic food products 

can be a consequence of food commercialization (Bernstein 2015: 87). One of the 

illustrations of this process is the demand for particular packaging. In the case of the Russian 

ethnic food, there is a need for the labels to be written in Russian and have the same colour 

scheme and design as the same product in Russia, even though the product may be produced 

in a different country. There is a specific requirement for authenticity from the immigrant 

community that demands the nationalization of such products to some extent (ibid). Overall, 

the partial nationalization of ethnic food for the immigrant community should be taken into 

consideration for further discussion about the significance of ethnic food stores.  

Indeed, it can be presumed that the nationalization of ethnic food in regard to the 

immigrant community is a symbolic substitution for the culture it was supposed to represent 

(Nandy 2002: 250). As I have mentioned earlier in this section, some of the products in the 

Russian food stores are produced in Germany but have labels written in Russian on them. 

Considering this, it can be assumed that the ethnic food and surroundings in such food stores 

are merely a presentation of the particular culture or even a mix of several cultures. 

Therefore, the authenticity of ethnic food should be considered as a social construct, which 

attempts to represent the lost culture of the particular community.  

As for the ethnic food store's design and surroundings, the cultural authenticity with 

regards to the food itself should be mentioned. There is a particular attempt of the 

reconstructed authenticity in the Russian food stores in Prague that can catch the attention 

of the Russian-speaking immigrant. The sign and the name of the food stores are usually 

written in Russian with different Russian, Ukrainian, or Belarussian art ornaments. In the 

food stores themselves, a customer can find several so-called relics of the represented culture 

– wood dolls “Matryoshka”, balalaika or replica of the famous painting. Nevertheless, such 

reconstruction can be perceived as denoting or even denying the authenticity (Maffei 2016:  

223). Such simple and even obvious relics of the cultural representation can lead us to the 

notion that both the seller and the customer only reconstruct to the particular extent the 

authenticity of their culture. On the other hand, such interior design can lead us to the thought 

that authenticity is only a part of the commercialization of the culture for financial gain. All 

in all, the design and the surroundings of the Russian food stores should be taken into 
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consideration since it reflects the overall lack of cultural authenticity that is related both to 

the food stores and the product itself. 

Collectively, the authenticity of ethnic food is a fluid social construct that is 

developed on the consumer and seller’s ideas about the food and the culture of the particular 

community. Furthermore, the nationalization of the ethnic food, where the consumer states 

the belongingness of the particular food to “us” not only brings the connotation of “us” 

versus “them” reflecting the ethnic food’s “otherness”, but also mirrors the community’s 

attitude toward the host country. Therefore, the issue of ethnic food authenticity should be 

taken into consideration during the discussion regarding Russian food stores through the lens 

of ethnic food as a social construct.  

1.1.2 Marketization and authenticity 

Before proceeding to the significance of the food practices among immigrants, I would like 

to explore in detail the issue of authenticity related to ethnic food. At this point, my main 

concern lies in the seller’s desire to reconstruct the ethnic food without it being authentic. 

As I have mentioned earlier, this can be illustrated in the case of the Russian food stores, 

where a substantial part of the food products is originated and produced in Germany, but still 

has almost identical design and labels as the products that can be found in supermarkets in 

Russia. Nevertheless, the detailed exploration of the labels regarding the selected research 

field will be discussed further in this thesis. 

 Chadwell (2002) argues that it is possible to call cultural authenticity, in the context 

of the food products as well as a “conceptual commodity”. This concept of the conceptual 

commodity reflects the authenticity consumption by the solemn marketing strategy aimed to 

highlight it (ibid: 4). In a situation of food products, the consumption of authenticity becomes 

the issue. Therefore, the commodity that was previously stated to be authentic is being 

consumed now, but only with its authenticity features such as smell and taste. At this point, 

not only the labels and the appearance of the food presumed to be authentic but also the 

smell and taste of the particular food products. Nevertheless, Chadwell also mentions that 

the consumption of authenticity is merely an idea as authenticity cannot be understood as an 

actual material commodity (ibid). At the same time, the conceptual commodity is created 

through the recreation of the particular traditional symbols in the commercial business space 

(Plaza 2014: 463). By putting the symbols of the represented culture, a seller tends to create 

a sense of authenticity that will call to the aim consumer group that, in this case, is 
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represented as a particular immigrant or ethnic community. Overall, it can be stated that the 

authenticity or rather the conceptual commodity as a certain ethnic food product can be made 

as a marketing strategy, where the idea of authenticity is used to persuade consumers to buy 

a product. 

 From a particularly similar point of view, it can be said that there is a slight notion 

of cultural hybridization in the context of ethnic food marketing. Maffei (2016) argues that 

the marketing of ethnic food can illustrate some characteristics of cultural appropriation and 

resemantization in the case of Hispanic food. At the same time, I would like to point out that 

the use of the term “cultural appropriation” may not be suitable for this case. In case of the 

ethnic food, I would like to propose the use of the term “ethnic appropriation” by Simon 

Harrison (1999) as it concerns the ethnic rather than cultural boundaries that concerns 

distinctions between a group’s members and other groups. At this point, it is rather crucial 

to mention that the food practices and food practices here can be understood in the sense of 

the inventories or rather practices, and symbols construct identities and distinguish one group 

from another (Kopytoff 1986: 66). As those inventories also include the cuisine, I would like 

to accentuate the significance of the marketization of the ethnic food products that is put 

them to the mainstream marketing strategy and is adjusting them to the particular extent for 

their purposes. The symbolic usage of the traditional artifacts in décor and the adjustment of 

the food products and their marketing should be acknowledged partially as ethnic 

appropriation in sense of mixing ethnic boundaries of one ethnic group with another. 

Particular examples of this ussie will be illustrated further in this paper. Nevertheless, the 

ethnic appropriation of a community or even several communities can result in the need to 

represent the particular cuisine to the foreign culture. In the case of the Russian food stores, 

it can be perceived as a need to illustrate the symbols of the Russianness preferably through 

the mix of the post-Soviet countries for the Czech Republic customers.   

 So far, I have focused on the abstract notion of ethnic appropriation and cultural 

hybridization in the context of ethnic food marketization. Nevertheless, it should be also 

mentioned that the packaging of the food products plays a substantial role in this process 

(Bernstein 2015: 82). The authenticity of the food products in the case of the Russian food 

stores is a significant issue as it serves the notion of authenticity for the customers. 

Furthermore, it can even symbolize the shift to the commodification of taste (ibid). Indeed, 

the customer who was already introduced to the particular taste associated with a food 

product will have some expectations for the same product displayed in an ethnic food store. 
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A taste itself here is commodified from both a seller and customer’s side, but for  

different purposes.   

 Should we return to explore the case of the authenticity marketization in the Russian 

food stores, it will be possible to detect the cultural hybridization and ethnic appropriation 

from the used symbols. As I have previously mentioned, traditional Russian art ornaments 

are used for the outside décor of the food stores. However, it is possible to detect the mix of 

the ornaments and décor artifacts not only from the Russian culture but also from Ukrainian 

and Belorussian in some particular Russian food stores in Prague. Ironically, the prevailing 

display of the Russian food stores is symbolized with the opulent “spread on the table” in 

the sense of the food availability – posters filled with food on the tables with a nature filed 

in the background (Bernstein 2015: 92). The irony of such a display lies in the sense that 

most of those posters were used in the Soviet regime, which was not known for the food 

availability in Russia. In addition to that, the Soviet past discourse in the décor and 

marketization of the Russian food stores is present even in the food products themselves. 

The food products imported from Russia, Ukraine, or Belarus illustrate the particular attitude 

towards the “Wester” – a customer can find products with brand names such as “Red 

October” or “Krupskaya” (ibid). Here I would like to point out that such a notion of the 

Soviet past in the Russian food stores can be perceived more as a national past and part of 

everyday life, which become more critical and apparent after being displayed outside (in this 

case in the Czech Republic). 

This section has reviewed the issue of authenticity marketization in the case of ethnic 

food. The cultural hybridization that may appear in such cases and is apparent in the Russian 

food stores in Prague does not illustrate the solemn marketing interest in the presentation. I 

have argued in this section that ethnic appropriation also takes place in such ethnic food 

stores as it removes the cultural meaning of the symbols presented as décor or food 

packaging. Furthermore, the notion of authenticity should not be limited only to the 

appearance but also to the smell and the taste of the particular food products. Overall, the 

marketization of authenticity should be considered as a way of the cultural representation of 

several immigrant communities. 

1.2 Immigrant food practices 

The cultural meaning of the food with its role for the group identity has been already 

established by Mintz (1977) and Douglas (1972). However, regarding the significance of the 
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food practices for the immigrant community, the global perspective should be applied (Plaza 

2014: 469). In particular, it is crucial to perceive the immigrants’ food practices as a part of 

the immigrant’s life and not only in the context of their memory. I would like here to argue 

that the food practices from the immigrant’s home country can, to a particular extent, 

construct their identity, including the culture. As the construction of the cultural identity 

through the food practices will be discussed in detail later in this thesis, I incline to explore 

the issue in the context of the social component of the global perspective related to the 

immigrant’s food practices. 

The social attachment to the particular food practices can be understood in the context 

of the social boundaries that are created through the food (Plaza 2014: 469). For instance, 

the social significance of the food is embedded in its role during the early socialization in 

the sense of the social gatherings (birthday, celebrations), holidays with or without particular 

traditional cuisine, and also as a part of the memory. At the same time, such perception 

defines what can be understood as “home food”. At this point, we are at the thin line between 

understanding the cultural meaning of the food for an immigrant and his/her definition of 

the “home” concept. Even though the use of the phrase “homeland” or “home country” is in 

its linguistic sense plays a role in defining the country of origin for the particular immigrant 

community, I would like to point out that the perception of certain food practices being “like 

at home” is the crucial part of the immigrant food practices. The food practices are 

constructing here not only the cultural identity but identity itself to a particular extent.  

Because the food can transcend the notion of home through the memories related to 

the food practices, the loss of the traditional or home food practices for the immigrant can 

be considered as an abandonment to a particular extent (Plaza 2014: 469). Through finding 

the homeland or traditional cuisine in the host country can help with the assimilation process 

in some way. The role of the assimilation process among immigrants will be discussed 

further in this thesis. In this section, I would like to stress that the immigrant’s traditional 

food practices partially play a role in the socialization mechanism that helps the transition 

from the homeland to the host country in the sense of the major cultural and social feeling 

of abandonment. This raises the question of the transnational links between the host and 

home country among immigrants. As Vertovec (2007) points out, it can relate to the food, 

music, or festivals that illustrate the cultural diversity of the immigrant communities in the 

host country. Consequently, food is a noteworthy part of the transnational links the 

immigrant communities with their sense of home (Plaza 2014: 467). At the same time, it is 
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noticeably essential to note that immigrants and ethnic minorities tend to keep their food 

practices acquired in the home country (Alfonso 2014: 176). Interestingly, there is a notion 

of the acknowledgment of food already available in the host country, but the significance of 

the home food practices still has a more substantial role for the immigrants (ibid: 185). It is 

also worth noticing that in order to keep the traditional food practices and eating habits intact, 

various immigrant communities would purchase food products from ethnic food stores that 

are much higher in the price instead of available products in the local food stores. The reason 

behind such behavior can be viewed as an attempt to maintain the sense of home food 

practices (Chadwell 2002: 10). At this point, the “home” or “homeland” is represented 

through the food practices and, therefore, can be considered as a mediator in the cultural 

identification and assimilation for immigrant communities (Plaza 2014: 469). Taking all 

together, food practices for the immigrants can be considered as a bridge in communication 

between the host and home country. 

Having discussed the possibility of the food practices being perceived as a symbol of 

home, I would like to introduce an actual method that can help to understand the issue in 

more detail. Even though this method will be included partially in this paper, I would like to 

point out that the food practices among immigrants play a significant role in social science 

research to the extent that it requires a specialized method of investigating. The method of 

food mapping is aimed to explore and track the role of the food in the immigrant’s life 

including their desire to look for the home food practices in the host country (Marte 2007: 

261). The foodmaps recreate the relationships and the perception of the home that was 

mentioned earlier but through the food connections. It is crucial to note that this method is 

imaged-based and, to a particular extent, can show how food recreates the sense of the home 

and the trace of the cultural assimilation and restoration of the traditional food practices in 

the immigrant community (ibid: 262-263). Overall, the method of the food mapping 

illustrates that the immigrant’s food practices can be considered as a communicative bridge. 

 Turning now to the case of the Russian food stores, I would like to note that according 

to Julia Bernstein (2015), the Russianness of the products in such food stores would have  

a distinct meaning despite the immigrant’s previous attitude towards Russian and its politics. 

Therefore, the search for Russian authentic food products was more important in the sense 

of the cultural loss and more related to the food practices and eating habits despite the 

presence of more stereotyped food products in such food stores (ibid: 93). As was previously 

mentioned, ethnic food itself plays a social part in the immigrant’s life as a communicative 
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mediator between the home country and the host country. In the case of the Russian food 

stores and their customers, it can be said that the home country is perceived mainly as  

a community or culture instead of the political regime. 

 This section reviewed the importance of food practices among the immigrant 

community. It is crucial to remember that food can play a significant role in the memory of 

the immigrants due to the loss of the community in their home country. Therefore, the food 

practices should be perceived as a mediator in the cultural and social assimilation of the 

immigrant communities based on the fact that it is a part of the transnational links. 

Furthermore, the food can be associated more with a desire “to feel at home” rather than 

show the cultural or national identification with the home country.   

1.3 Space and its significance in an ethnic food store 

So far, this section of the thesis has focussed on the products in the Russian food stores. The 

following discussion will explore the space dimension and its significance for the research 

question of this paper. As the beginning, I would like to explore the necessity of such food 

stores as a social place for the immigrant community. It would be beneficial to comprehend 

the necessity of the immigrant community regarding public places that link their homeland 

with their current place of stay in the urban space of the city there are living in. As we 

mentioned in the previous studies regarding the urban space and the immigrant community 

(Uherek 2008). In that sense, the environment of the city can be considered as a sufficient 

platform for immigrant integration due to the inevitability of everyday communication. 

Therefore, the routine interaction in the city during, for instance, buying bus ticker or buying 

bread in the nearest supermarket, demands some social interaction, which is not that 

complicated and does not requires long-term commitment but still presents itself as a part of 

the communication with the local population (Uherek 2008: 200). In that sense, we can 

consider the places that provide more social linkages, and, therefore, social interactions play 

a significant role not only in the urban integration but also in the social integration and 

adaptation process for the immigrants.    

1.3.1 Unity theory 

Before discovering the significance of the food stores as a particular place of communication 

for the immigrant community, I would like to point out the general meaning of the space 

from the anthropological point of view. According to Appadurai (1996), there is a great 
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significance of the ethnoscapes in the context of the person’s ever-changing landscape. The 

flexible nature of the social environment is also reflected by the spaces in which people are 

existing or moving from one place to another (Feldman 2008: 319). In this sense, we should 

consider the food stores not as a place of mere economic exchange but as a reflection of the 

social environment.  

At the same time, it would be beneficial to look into a “unity theory” by Lefebvre 

(1991), which is based on the notion of a particular space’s contribution to the production of 

the space-time continuum. Considering that space has its social purpose as a place of 

biological reproduction, the reproduction of labor, and social relations, it is possible to 

perceive the Russian food stores as a social practice. In that case, the food store itself is  

a place for network production and reproduction (ibid: 50). Even though it is still a material 

place with its purpose, we should consider the spatial dimension as a significant part of the 

construction of ethnicity and authenticity regarding the ethnic food stores, along with their 

importance to the immigrant community.  

Nevertheless, space can be also viewed as a lived place with its meanings placed by 

the social actors concerning the physical environment (Lefebvre 1991: 39). Therefore, the 

ethnic food stores can be considered partially as a lived place, because the meanings and 

especially memories that are represented in those stores through the food and decorations 

are an illustration of the past than of the present and future. It would be challenging to view 

the food stores as a lived place with its fluid and shifting nature for the immigrant 

community. As for the last type of space in the unity theory, the conceived place is 

represented mostly by the particular order of things and related to the frontal presentation of 

the production through knowledge, codes, or even signs (Lefebvre 1991: 33-39). In this case, 

the food-stores can be viewed as a conceived space in sense of its apolitical nature to some 

extent. Overall, the unity theory leaves us with a multi-dimensional view of the space, which 

can be applied in a particular sense to the Russian food stores. 

1.3.2 Concept of the communication bridge  

Having discussed what is the unity theory in the context of the space significance for the 

immigrant community, I will now move on to discuss how the ethnic food stores can be 

understood as a communication bridge. However, we should take into consideration, that 

this issue has been already explored by social sciences studies (Serra 2012; Liu 2014). The 

main argument lies in the conception that ethnic restaurants and food stores are viewed as 
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representations of one’s particular ethnic identity and provide the immigrant community 

with social and community bridges. As was mentioned earlier in this thesis, the unity theory 

defines the spaces as a location for the reproduction of social relations as well. In that case, 

the ethnic food stores themselves can, at least, offer the linkages and communication bridge 

for the immigrants. Furthermore, the mere presence of such food stores can indicate the 

existing immigrant community in the particular place. 

 It should not be a surprise when we talk about the ethnic food stores that reflect the 

immigrant communities' needs to a particular extent. Indeed, such grocery shops can provide 

not only well-known products but also a sense of belonging. Nevertheless, it should be 

mentioned that the ethnic food stores provide an atmosphere of solidarity and support in the 

new milieu through acknowledging not only ethnic or national belonging, but also 

recognizing the new social reality, in which the particular immigrant is existing. This 

atmosphere is created with a help of the personnel in such ethnic food stores are usually part 

of the immigrant community. Furthermore, it is closely related to the lost social status due 

to migration to the new host country both parties in this place (Bernstein 2015: 96). Indeed, 

the personnel in the Russian food stores in Prague is usually a part of the Russian-speaking 

community, which may not greet a new customer in Russian, but after an initial contact may 

switch to Russian or even to Ukrainian or Belarusian. 

 As was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the ethnic food store as space has its social 

meaning that can be perceived as a place for understanding the lost social status. However, 

it can also be a part of the adaptation process, making the cultural shock less drastic. 

Therefore, by providing those memories of the homeland, the process of adaptation with the 

new social reality is made on the premises of recognizing own ethnic identity in the 

contemporary cultural standards (Plaza 2014: 468). In that sense, the presence of the ethnic 

food stores is not a mere reminder for the immigrant community, but a place of the 

understanding that their social reality has changed. At the same time, it can be spared for as 

long as the full adaptation and integration within a new society are on the level, which does 

not require the presence of the ethnic food stores for the adaptation process anymore.

 What follows is an account of the places related to food for the immigrant 

community. As Alfonso (2014) points out in his work, the notion of food in such 

communities has a particular influence on the construction of space. At this point, we are not 

talking about the space itself, but the decorations as well. As it has been previously 

mentioned in this paper, the decorations and the design of the ethnic food stores, including 
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the example of the Russian food stores, include the art ornaments or traditional artifacts that 

resemble the particular culture. This dimension of the space can be comprehended as a way 

of attracting the immigrant community and, therefore, the customers (ibid: 177). At this 

point, not only the mere existence of the food stores is significant for the immigrants, but 

also its design as it represents the particular culture or community. Indeed, in the case of 

Prague’s ethnic food stores, there is a growing number of Indian food stores that can be 

founded near subways stations. At this point, the growing Indian community can be 

considered as well due to its increased economic migration (MVČR 2021). Even though the 

Indian ethnic food stores are not the main focus of this paper, I would like to point out that 

the visual appearance and the design are directed more to the Indian immigrant community 

in Prague's urban space. Therefore, the ethnic food stores are aimed to a particular extent to 

attract the specific immigrant community for financial purposes. However, the social focus 

of these food stores should be taken into account, even though it is not the main purpose for 

the owners of the food stores. 

 In the case of the Russian food stores, it has been discussed that by Bernstein (2015) 

that these stores should not be considered as exceptional in their nature, but rather as a part 

of the Russian-speaking community in a host country. The existence of such places for this 

particular immigrant community provides a unified space for the social linkages and 

communal life, which may be missing for some immigrants for various reasons through other 

ways of communication. Furthermore, these particular food stores provide space for the 

social exchange in the sense of the new milieu – recommendations for Russian-speaking 

doctors, newspapers, books, or tours with Russian-speaking guides (ibid: 97). At this point, 

I would like to note that it is usual to see the Russian-written newspapers in these food stores 

across Prague as a way of “catching up with home”, which will be discussed further in this 

paper. Turning now to the last dimension of the ethnic food stores as a communication 

bridge, I would like to point out the fact that the sense of the community and rather the sense 

of understanding indicates the emotional dimension for the immigrants. The above-

mentioned reality, where the clerk and a customer speak the same language can bring a level 

of empathy and even kinship, that may lack in the everyday routine in the host country (ibid). 

Therefore, we should consider a rather emotional attachment in the case of the Russian food 

stores as it plays a significant role in such a place’s construction as a communication bridge.   
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1.4 Theory behind emotions  

Before employing the significance of space and food products to examine the Russian food 

stores in Prague, it is necessary to address the issue of emotions, which is closely connected 

to memory work. The emotions were studied in social science not only from a psychological 

point of view, but also as a common parallel within a society’s structure, its language, social 

context, and, most importantly, rituals (Lutz, White 1986: 409).  As was mentioned earlier 

in this thesis, one of the latent aims of the Russian food stores is to present the home culture 

for the particular immigrant communities. In that sense, it is worth noticing that emotions 

play an essential role here as a representation or sign of the homesickness of the homeland 

country (Nandy 2002: 250). In addition to that, it has been discussed how food can evoke 

particular emotions or even memories (Plaza 2014: 469). In the following section, I would 

like to explore the significance of the emotions regarding food products and for the 

immigrant community. By looking into these two topics, I aim to illustrate that the emotions 

here are the sign of the memory work, which is evoked by the mere presence of the ethnic 

food stores. 

 At the beginning of this section, I would like to present the definition of emotion 

from the sociological and anthropological perspectives. According to Lutz and White (1986), 

emotion can be understood as a statement related to the person’s relationships with the world, 

including its issues. Furthermore, from a broad perspective, an emotion can be perceived as 

a marker that illustrates some tension or even fulfillment stemming from the societal 

structure (ibid: 421). At this point, it is particularly crucial to understand that emotions can 

be a marker not only for society but for its counterparts as well. In that sense, I would like 

to propose the use of this definition of emotion for a future investigation related to the 

immigrant community instead of the particular society. Nevertheless, the micro-definition 

of the emotions themselves will be used in this thesis due to its emphasis on social 

relationships with the outside world. 

 In addition to the above-mentioned definition of emotions, I would like to briefly 

explain its meaning from a cultural perspective. The mere ability to feel and express those 

feeling by displaying a particular emotion has its diverse role as it can be used by connecting 

it to the cultural logic (Lutz, White 1986: 409). Furthermore, the emotion from a social group 

can be perceived as a source of potential knowledge regarding the social world. In this sense, 

the emotion of nostalgia or homesickness in the immigrant community can be viewed as  

a common emotion and, therefore, may have a common explanation that reflects their social 
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world to a particular extent. Moreover, it is particularly crucial to understand that the concept 

of food and its multisensory nature in the everyday life becomes a natural thing for the 

communities. However, from the anthropological point of view, this multisensory nature 

does not include only taste, texture, and smell. The sensory experiences that are 

interconnected with food have their meaning, value, emotions, and even memory (Sutton 

2010: 220). Moreover, the role of emotion is particularly useful for understanding such crisis 

events as migration (ibid: 414). As some emotions can be a marker for the potential issue, 

their role from the anthropological should be taken with particular caution. This applies 

especially in attempts to apprehend the motives of the social actors that interlinks with 

culture in some ways. 

 Nevertheless, even though the emotions themselves can be explained through 

biology, psychology, or sociology, it also refers to the cultural institutions as one of their 

roles can be related to the emotional part of the social gatherings or communication between 

social groups. Furthermore, it was discussed that emotions can have their place in the cultural 

meanings and social systems (Lutz, White 1986: 409). So far, this section has been aimed to 

describe and explain the significance of the emotions in the social system, the example of its 

importance for the cultural meaning may be in place. Based on the aim of this thesis, the role 

of the emotions with regards to the cultural meaning put in the Russian food stores should 

be acknowledged. In this case, the cultural artifacts and the representation, for the majority 

of cases, of the Russian or Ukrainian culture can be used by a seller to evoke emotions of 

nostalgia, homesickness, or happiness that may lead to a purchase. At this point, the cultural 

meaning provokes several emotions that serve the need and aims of the particular artificial 

place, even though the main purpose of this place is not to serve a cultural role. 

 In addition to that, I would like to elaborate on the various ways the culture itself can 

influence emotions. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the cultural unit in this thesis is 

represented by the ethnic food and the ethnic food store’s design. As I already outlined, 

certain culturally displayed norms, rules, or conventions can presume certain emotions based 

on the context (Lutz, White 1986: 410). For instance, the display of sorrow or grief in most 

Orthodox funerals is required to show the respect towards deceased (Kaul, Skinner 2018). 

Furthermore, the culture is connected with the coping mechanism towards certain emotions 

or their sources. Cultural learning is affiliated with the ways people react to certain emotions 

(ibid: 411). For instance, Christmas carols can evoke certain emotions like nostalgia or joy 

in certain cultures or communities. On the other hand, the manifestation of sadness can be 
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distinct around the world. The last way of culture’s influence on emotions is concerned with 

the situation elicitors that can evoke various emotions (ibid). In the case of the Russian food 

stores, ethnic food can be considered as a situational elicitor for both the immigrant 

community and locals. For instance, products with labels in Cyrillic may evoke among the 

older generation of Czech citizens the memories and emotions during the Communism 

regime in the Czech Republic. On the other hand, the same product will make  

a Russian-speaking immigrant living a long time abroad homesick or nostalgic, depending 

on the context and the immigrant’s personal history. Overall, the culture and its 

representations may influence the manifestation of particular emotions in a certain context. 

 This section has reviewed the meaning of the emotions in the sense of the culture and 

the cultural traditions, including food. At this point, it can be said that the already mentioned 

food practices that are culturally embedded in certain societies and especially among 

immigrant communities are part of the cultural conventions. Furthermore, these cultural 

conventions along with the mere fact of the migration, as a crisis event, are interlinked with 

the memory-work and emotions. By describing the importance of emotions and the ways, in 

which the culture affects or evokes certain emotions, I would like to move to the next section. 

The section will focus on exploring the emotion that is typically assigned to the immigrant 

communities – nostalgia. 

1.4.1 Nostalgia and its relation to food 

Having discussed the theoretical background of emotion from an anthropological and 

sociological point of view, I would like to focus on nostalgia or homesickness in general. 

Besides, I will focus on immigrants and their relation to ethnic food. By looking into the 

significance of the nostalgia related to the food, I would like to draw attention to how the 

Russian food stores in Prague can have the same effect on the immigrant communities, 

especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. As the migration flows were slowed by various 

restrictions around the world, it is logical to assume that the sense of nostalgia will emerge 

by the mere absence of the possibility to return to the home country. At this point, one of the 

ways of coping with this situation can be a visit to the ethnic food store that will temporarily 

fill in the cultural gap.  

Over the past decade, most research in social sciences has emphasized immigrants’ 

nostalgia as a result of the post-communist or post-socialist regime (Parla 2009; Svašek 

2008). Nevertheless, there has been an increasing amount of interest in other ways of 
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explanation of immigrants’ emotions related to nostalgia or homesickness in recent years 

(Karmakar 2015). It may be explained predominantly by the different types of recent 

migration to Europe, including the Czech Republic (Pavelka 2010: 356-357). In addition to 

that, I would like to point out that the generation that witnessed the fall of the Soviet Union 

is no longer represented by the majority of the migrants in Europe (Castro-Martín, Cortina 

2015: 110). Therefore,  it can be expected that acquired food practices in the immigrant’s 

past may be perceived as a source of feelings of effect that are consequently presented as 

nostalgia or homesickness. Overall, the feeling of nostalgia with regards to the immigrant 

community should not be considered solemnly as the differences in the political regimes in 

the past and current country of residence. On the contrary, the political discourse of European 

migration in the context of post-socialism or post-communism can be weakened with time 

as younger generations are immigrating for entirely distinctive reasons to Europe and, in 

particular, to the Czech Republic. Therefore, a distinct explanation for such representation 

should be considered.   

Before proceeding to examine the issue of nostalgia related to the food and food 

practices, I would like to point out that the psychological approach regarding emotions 

(sadness, fear, hostility) is applied in the field of anthropology regarding the culture and the 

personality according to Lutz and White (1986). Overall, there seem to be two layers of 

emotions, where one is constructed by the outside world, whereas the second layer is defined 

by one’s experiences and psychobiology (ibid: 412). Therefore, we can assume that the 

feeling of nostalgia is not a mere effect of the immigrant’s personal history but is influenced 

by outside circumstances. Nevertheless, the issue of nostalgia is examined and understood 

through the idea of cultural mourning, which is originally was based on the theories of object 

loss by Sigmund Freud (Clewell 2004). Overall, the mourning is presented by the infant’s 

loss of a mother from the first separation after birth and the infant’s repeated attempts to fill 

this loss or, in other words, the gap. This type of loss can lead to extreme sadness, guilt, or 

inability to function within the societal norms (Plaza 2014: 467). On the other hand, cultural 

mourning may not be a sufficient term at this point as I have mentioned earlier in this thesis, 

an immigrant in a new country is stripped from the family and the majority of social contracts 

along with his/her social status in the home country. Therefore, there is not only a loss of 

culture but also people within this culture, from whom the immigrant is now separated during 

the migration (ibid: 468). Should we make a parallel between Freud’s theory of mourning 

and the possibility of cultural mourning, where a person makes attempts to fill in the gaps of 
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the missing culture and social contact, we may understand the source of the nostalgia and 

even depression among the immigrant community.  

One of the sources of such effects can be the relationship that exists between the 

feeling of nostalgia or homesickness and food practices. This cultural and societal loss 

among immigrants can result in a feeling of being out of place, not belonging to the current 

place of stay. Initially, it can be associated with the feeling of homesickness. In case it is 

combined with the memory work, this can lead the immigrant to fill in this gap by seeking 

out something that will be authentic for them. That is why the notion of looking for the “right 

taste” is emerging in such situations (Bernstein 2015: 85). It can be taken as an attempt to 

fill in the gaps by looking for the authenticity that may be missing in the new surroundings. 

Nevertheless, this type of nostalgia can be understood through the definition of personal 

nostalgia, according to Fred Davis’s work (1979). This type of nostalgia refers to a person’s 

subjective feelings about the past (ibid). Therefore, the food practices and food products that 

look like the ones from the past, or, to be exact, from the homeland, should be considered as 

symbols of the previous routine, or at least in the context of the affect theory as affects. The 

rapid absence of this routine that may be a part of the immigrant life from childhood can 

evoke the feeling of loss, or, in this case, homesickness or nostalgia. However, this part of 

the routine, which is partially dependent on the specific food products, should be also 

understood in the context of the national identity (Mannur 2007: 13). At this point, the food 

products play not only a symbolic role in the everyday routine in the immigrant’s life but 

serve as a memory of the past routine or food practices. 

Another possible explanation of the feeling of nostalgia can be related to the food 

store itself. As was previously discussed, the Russian food stores can be considered as  

a public space domain, which links the immigrant’s past and present milieu. If we look from 

the perspective of the feeling that such a public space can evoke, the notion of restorative 

nostalgia should be explained in a more detailed way. According to Boym (2001), restorative 

nostalgia is a longing for a past that is marked by greater authenticity and a desire to 

reconstruct that time. In that sense, the public space itself can be viewed as a reconstruction 

of the past. Besides, the setting of this kind of food store can have an effect that can similarly 

recall a memory of the immigrant’s past that is linked to the homeland. Taking this in mind, 

it should be mentioned that Russian food stores in Prague have symbols or even a mix of 

symbols from the former Soviet Union countries. Therefore, the experience of nostalgia in 

such food stores is not a solemn representation of the place that is distinct for an immigrant 
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but also produces an effect that can be presented as an artificial nearness of the practices 

between people and things (Kitson, McHugh 2014: 489). By applying this understanding of 

the public space for the immigrant community, the value of the food stores, in general, can 

be perceived from a more symbolic point of view rather than just a place for economic 

exchange. In this sense, it can be even stated that food stores also provide an exchange  

of effects. 

At the same time, the feeling of nostalgia leads the immigrant community to fill in 

the emotional or even factual gap by engaging in activities that may bring back at least 

symbols of their own culture for the first and second-generation immigrants. This includes 

the consumption of the “back home food” along with the traditional cultural events or any 

other social engagements related to the particular ethnic community (Plaza 2014: 468). 

However, it is needless to say that none of the early mentioned authors mentions or examines 

how those practices of filling in the gap help or at least connect them. The mere justification 

of these activities as a coping mechanism of the cultural shock and the feeling of nostalgia 

is practically the only explanation. On the other hand, the understanding of these 

mechanisms that reveals the process of coping and/expressing nostalgia should be 

considered as a useful tool for studying the immigrant communities from a wider 

perspective. In the case of the Russian food stores, we can see the parallel, where the part of 

the Russian-speaking community sees the consumption of the “right” food as a way of 

coping with the loss of the previous social contacts and culture. Furthermore, this 

consumption behavior can become a part of their everyday routine as immigrants.  

When we talk about the immigrants’ ways of expressing nostalgia, we should 

consider that they may not be visitors of the ethnic food stores because of their past. In the 

case of the Russian food stores, it can be a present situation and their new experiences at the 

new residence country, which brought them to the food stores in the first place (Bernstein 

2015: 96). Therefore, the relation between the feeling of nostalgia and the food should be 

taken into consideration here. The food itself can reveal a lot about someone’s  

memory-work, including nostalgia. It incorporates the critical and historical imagination, 

along with the taught patterns of behavior that can have their way of national identity 

representation for someone, who may become an immigrant at some point (Marte 2007: 

265). Therefore, the past and the present of the Russian-speaking immigrant community can 

be a consequence of the ways where the “right” sour cream can have a particularly distinct 

meaning than the one found by the accidental observer. The immigrant’s way of choosing 
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only particular types of products in these food stores may reveal not only the cultural 

specifics of his/her past but also his/her current needs.  

In this section, it was explained that the memory-work related to the food and the 

feeling of the immigrant’s loss of social status and culture lead to the feeling of nostalgia. 

One way of filling or at least bridging the gaps that were created during the migration can 

be explained by the immigrants’ desire to participate in activities that resemble their past 

experiences. However, the ability to bring particular memories along with the food practices 

in the home country can result in the visits of the ethnic food stores. In addition to that, it 

has been mentioned that not only the immigrant’s past is the reason for the visit, but his/her 

current experiences, including the absence of the culture and the community, can have 

various impacts on choosing to buy the particular products at the ethnic food stores. The 

further exploration of the topic will examine the possibility that ethnic food stores can be  

a part of the assimilation strategy for the immigrant communities despite their main goal 

from the perspective of the store’s owner.   

1.5 Homeland vs. host country 

This section will explore the issue of the homeland and the host country in the context of the 

immigrants. As was already discussed, the mere representation of the home can be enough 

in some instances for the immigrant communities to feel the belongingness to the home 

country. Furthermore, it will be discussed further in the paper that for the Russian-speaking 

immigrant community even the proxy of home represented by the images of homeland 

through the food products places in the Russian food stores can be sufficient (Bernstein 

2015: 99). In this section, I would like to explore the significance of the home and host 

country for the immigrants and ethnic food stores. In addition to that, the issue regarding the 

national identity should be mentioned since the case of the Russian-speaking immigrant 

community may differ from the homeland, which will be discussed later in this paper. 

 To explore the distinction between the homeland and the host country among 

immigrants, I would like to point out that this is closely related to belongingness. As was 

previously discussed, the ethnic food store relates to the public space where the 

communication happens not only between a customer and a clerk but also inside the 

immigration community. In this sense, it is crucial to mention that there is a private space 

that exists for each individual that not only provides but also represents the comfortable 

display of the cultural identity (Alfonso 2014: 178). In other words, the national identity is 
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displayed in the individual’s private space. Even though the national identity will be 

discussed further in this paper, it should be taken into consideration that this type of identity 

consists of belongingness to a particular culture, nation, or ethnicity. Furthermore, the 

formation of this identity is not a time-limited process and can be developing through time 

and, more importantly, outside the homeland (ibid). This is a piece of particularly significant 

evidence since the Russian-speaking immigrant community in the Czech Republic is 

developing and creating communication bridges outside their homelands. At this point, an 

immigrant’s connection to the homeland is presented through the national identity along with 

his/her social roles in the host country (ibid). Therefore, there is a disruption of national 

identity that is influenced by the homeland and, at the same time, by the host country, which 

is creating a bicultural identity that will be discussed more in the next section. 

 Another way of describing the relation between the homeland and the host country 

should be understood in the context of belongingness. In this sense, it should be mentioned 

that immigrants have a particular need to belong in the host country. It refers primarily to 

how an individual sees himself/herself in a society (Amit and Bar-Lev 2015: 948). However, 

at the early stages of the assimilation and integration processes, the immigrant can perceive 

himself/herself as being an outsider in the host country. Furthermore, this can become  

a permanent issue depending on various factors. Nonetheless, this can harm an immigrant’s 

life in the host county and can be an impulse to leave this particular host country (ibid). In 

this case, being an outsider for the immigrant can result in a return to a homeland or further 

migration. However, this can be avoided through the various assimilation strategies, which 

will be a center of attention for the next section of the paper. 

 With regards to the components of belonging in a host country among immigrants, it 

is possible to define three components that reflect an immigrant’s situation in a new country 

to a particular extent. To identify the role of the ethnic food stores in this context, I would 

like to present those three components that were developed by Amit and Bar-Lev (2015: 

949). The first component should be understood as a person’s national identity. Principally, 

the immigrant’s original identity can identify whether the sense of belonging to a new 

country is possible. The second component mirrors the psychological dimension among 

immigrants taking into consideration one’s self-identification with a particular place (home 

or host country). The last component reflects the commitment to stay in the host country, 

which can be perceived as a willingness to adapt and integrate within this particular society 

and its cultural and societal norms and traditions (ibid). At this point, the immigrant’s sense 
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of belonging is subjected to their own national identity and its reproduction, psychological 

attachment to the place, and the commitment to stay in the host country. Overall, it can be 

suggested that ethnic food stores provide a way of maintaining the immigrant’s national 

identity, along with at least the illusion of the homeland to which an immigrant can be 

attached. 

 The recognition of the “home” itself for the immigrant community should be defined 

to understand the importance of the “home representations” through the ethnic food stores. 

For this paper and mainly analysis, the term “home” should be understood as imagined or 

the desired locus of belief and yearning, a space that may carry spiritual, emotional, 

nationalist, and patriotic connotations (Amit and Bar-Lev 2015: 948). This definition 

confirms the work done by Bernstein (2015), where the Russian-speaking immigrant 

community has created an imagined representation of the homeland, which was mostly 

constructed by the products available in the Russian food stores in Germany. The component 

of the imagination in the construction of the home should be observed in a detail among 

immigrants since there is a potential of creating the desired representation based on the 

distorted image due to memory work. At the same time, it should be taken into consideration 

that the home itself relates not only to the emotional attachment and memory of the private 

memory but also to the public one, including shared norms and social experiences (ibid). As 

was previously discussed, there is a potential for the development of the sense of 

belongingness, along with the image of the home among immigrants even after moving to 

the host country. Therefore, the sense of belonging and the representation of home is 

adaptable and not fixed since it is anticipated that during adaptation to a new country, the 

immigrant will detach from the homeland and develop a bicultural identity. 

1.5.1 Home vs. host country’s food practices 

Concerning the definition of “home”, I would like to interlink it with the notion of food 

practices. Even though this was already discussed, I would like to shortly present ways of 

how the food practices among the immigrants are affected by being mere representations of 

home. According to Alfonso (2014: 202), immigrants tend to revisit their national identity 

and the sense of belonging to the homeland through food practices. In the case of the Cuban 

diaspora in his research, even the use of the national food products was considered as a sign 

of the food’s authenticity. Therefore, even the context of the national food products, along 

with the memories, can provide a space for an immigrant’s national identity preservation 
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(ibid). Based on this, the food should indeed be perceived as a system of communication 

(ibid). On the other hand, the same practices can be applied to the process of learning food 

practices in the host country, where the immigrant creates not only new food practices and, 

therefore, memories and possibly attachment, but also detach himself/herself from one 

national identity by learning a part of new national identity. 

 As far as food’s relation to the construction of a home is concerned, it is crucial to 

note that food itself can provide the comfort of home (Plaza 2014: 470). At this point,  

a common phrase “comfort food” comes to mind, which refers to the food that evokes 

psychological and emotional comfort. At the same time, this term is often related to the 

meals that are one’s favorite from childhood or linked to a positive association or/and 

memory (Spence 2017: 105). In case a particular product or a meal from an immigrant’s 

homeland can provide emotional comfort, it can be considered as comfort food. Furthermore, 

the food can be linked to a particular place, time, or even important people, who can be 

related to an immigrant’s homeland as well (Plaza 2014: 470). According to Alfonso (2014: 

194), it creates a demand for ethnic food products in the host countries. Based on the 

presented two abilities of the food concerning emotions and representation of the home 

among immigrants, it can be stated that the food practices from the homeland should be 

understood in the sense of the comfort food that links the homeland with an immigrant’s 

current place of residency.  In terms of the Russian-speaking community, research by 

Bernstein (2015) confirms that Russian food stores are presented as a “proxy for home”. It 

can be described as a representation of the homeland through the products’ packaging. 

Nevertheless, the author suggests that even this image of home is distorted by imaging of 

the country illustrated on the packaging (ibid: 99). At the same time, the mere physical 

existence of the Russian food store in the host country creates a public space that relates 

even to an immigrant’s private memory and creates a sense of belongingness.    

 This section has analyzed the relation of the homeland and host country among 

immigrants and has argued that immigrant’s food practices are linked to the home country 

in a particular way. Furthermore, it discussed how the Russian food stores could be a proxy 

of home by merely representing the images of the homeland on the food packaging. The next 

section of the paper will discuss how ethnic food stores can be understood as a way of 

immigrants’ assimilation into the host country. 
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1.6 Ethnic food stores as an assimilation strategy 

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that the food itself has its potential in the 

emotional dimension for the immigrant community. Having discussed how the ethnic food 

stores and the food can contribute to the feeling of nostalgia among the studied community, 

this section addressed ways in which the ethnic food stores presented as a part of an 

assimilation strategy for the immigrants concerning the new host country. By looking into 

this issue, I would like to illustrate how such food stores play a significant role in the 

immigrant’s life. 

 Firstly, I would like to note that there are social preconceptions regarding immigrants 

and their social network from the home country. Based on the studies in the past (for 

instance, Faist 2000, Thomas & Znaniecki 1918), it was assumed that an immigrant would 

lose their social connections and, therefore, social networks in their home countries during 

the assimilation process. However, according to Bernstein (2015: 83), the situation has 

changed in the last decade. Consequently, immigrants have not stepped away from their 

home country, but they still maintain contact with the networks from there and even 

participate in creating transnational spaces such as immigrant communities and immigrant 

events in the host country. At this point, it should be noted that such preservation of the 

social networks during the assimilation process is a part of the immigration process. The 

assimilation process does not mean the loss of the home country's social ties, but the 

incorporation of the new ones in the host country. Based on the previous discussion, the 

Russian food stores should be considered a transnational space that can maintain social 

relations with the home country. 

 Another two concepts to consider regarding assimilation before turning to the ethnic 

food stores as a way of assimilation to the host country are bicultural and global identity. 

These two concepts are crucial for the understanding of the ethnic food stores role among 

immigrants. Based on the work of Plaza (2014: 466), bicultural identity refers to the identity 

that is a reflection of the homeland’s culture, accompanied by an identity that was acquired 

in the host country. On the other hand, the global identity indicates the identity of 

multiculturalism and cultural globalization. At this point, the notion of the bicultural identity 

should be taken into consideration as it presents a situation, where the immigrant combines 

his/her national identity with a local one. 

  With regards to the assimilation strategies in the Czech Republic, it should be noted 

that Uherek (2008: 211) identifies three dominant state strategies concerning the immigrant 
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communities: labor migration, multicultural (diasporas), and assimilation. Even though the 

author mentions that the assimilation strategies for the immigrant communities in the 

Czechia during the 1990s were not formulated clearly, he states that this situation provided 

the immigrants with a possibility to create the ways of assimilation on their own (ibid). It is 

rather crucial to acknowledge this since the majority of the Russian food stores appeared in 

the 1990s, which can be partially explained by the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the 

start of the migration from those countries. Therefore, the appearance of the Russian food 

stores in the Czech Republic can be considered as a way of creating a bicultural identity 

among the Russian-speaking community. At the same time, it created a possibility to be 

considered as an assimilation strategy. 

Furthermore, Plaza (2014: 466) suggests that immigrants tend to combine the so-

called past life (homeland) with a current social situation (host country) by remaining the 

emotional ties through the linking objects. At this point, the linking objects can be 

represented by the food practices and, consequently, by the particular food products. 

Although those linking objects can be represented by the various sets of cultural artifacts, 

the notion of the food practices should be acknowledged as well. Moreover, Plaza (ibid) 

states that migrants may even create a strong attachment to such linking objects that can 

result in the immigrant’s bicultural identity, combining at least two identities – national 

identity from the homeland and acquired local one. In this case, the Russian food stores have 

the potential to provide Russian-speaking immigrant communities with such linking objects. 

 In terms of the food habits, the combination of the food practices and their gradual 

assimilation to the local food practices should be examined. As was previously noted in the 

section concerning food authenticity (chapter 1.1.1.), the food practices from the homeland 

are considered to be a part of the national identity and the immigrant’s everyday routine in 

their homeland. The tendency to preserve such practices during the migration should be 

acknowledged as a part of the assimilation and even as a part of the transnational flows 

(Alfonso 2014: 177). The immigrant’s incorporation of the food practices from the homeland 

with local practices, by adjusting recipes to local food assortment, can be considered as  

a way to assimilate with local culture. 

 Overall, the ethnic food stores and the Russian food stores in Czechia, in particular, 

should be considered as an assimilation strategy among at least Russian-speaking 

immigrants. The possibility to create its way of adjusting to the local culture by linking and 

even mixing the food practices of the cultures creates at the same time a bicultural identity 
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among immigrants and benefits to the transnational flows. Furthermore, the existence of the 

Russian food stores in Czechia provides immigrants with linking objects that at the same 

time keep the social and emotional ties with the homeland. In the next section, I would like 

to explore the issue of the national identity concerning the immigrant community before 

discussing the Russian-speaking immigrant community and its notion of the “home”  

in detail.   

1.7 Question of the national identity among immigrants 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the issue of the national identity regarding 

immigrants. It begins by identifying the nature of an immigrant’s identity by implementing 

the work of Vertovec (2004). The significant discovery of his work concerning this paper is 

concerned with the duality of the immigrant’s identity. As was previously mentioned in this 

paper, the bicultural nature of the immigrant’s identity can be applied in the sense of the 

assimilation processes. However, this bicultural identity is applicable during the assimilation 

process. In case of the delayed or not even started assimilation or integration processes, the 

dual nature of the immigrant’s identity should be acknowledged. According to Vertovec 

(ibid: 221), this duality comes from the connectedness to more than one place and, more 

importantly, the longing to belong to the host and home country at the same time. 

 At the same time, it should be pointed out that the longing to belong to two places at 

the same time relates not only to the cultural dimension but even to political and emotional 

dimensions. Based on the discoveries by Bernstein (2015: 83), it is not clear whether such 

transmigrants will feel loyal only to one country or to two countries at the same time. By 

transmigrant, the author understands a new type of immigrants that were created mostly by 

the social networks, which created new possibilities to be connected with a homeland. At 

this point, I would like to stress the even loyalty towards the homeland is not supposed to 

weaken, which can be thought to. 

1.7.1 Russian-speaking immigrant community 

Turning now to the particular immigrant community in the context of this paper, it is 

necessary to explore the complexity of defining the national identity of this immigrant 

community. Even though this paper accepts the definition of the studied community based 

on the most used language, it is rather significant to mention its complexity before exploring 

the issue of the national identity. 
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According to Kopnina (2005), the misunderstanding of the Russian-speaking 

community according is in its perception as a part of one large community. The author even 

suggests that the correct word would be “subcommunities” as a Russian-speaking 

community can be hardly considered as one. Due to the variability of people in  

a “community” in their ethnic identification, occupation, or the level of exclusiveness or 

inclusiveness to the Russian-speaking people, it is almost impossible to define this group as 

a “community”. That is why the author suggests a more neutral and understandable 

definition as “Russian-speaking subcommunity”, where the only common characteristic is 

their most-used language and partially their self-identification (ibid). Nevertheless, this 

definition of Russian-speaking immigrants cannot be applied in the case of the Czech 

Republic due to the definition of “Russianness” in the Czech context. In that case, even the 

use of the term “Russian community” would not be appropriate since this community is 

rather invisible in the sense of the Russian food stores.  

Reasons for the invisibility of the Russian subcommunities can be due to the 

restricted transmission of the cultural capital inside the community. Also, the Russian race 

in the anthropological and social sense does not exist (Kopnina 2005). Furthermore, those 

“Russian” immigrants are in reality not all ethnically Russians or even considering 

themselves as Russians. To avoid this misinterpretation, it is suggested by Kopnina (2005) 

to use the term “Russian-speaking” and to consider this as the main characteristic of defining 

such community instead of the ethnical factor, the most used language. Even though it 

expands the variety and the number of immigrants, it also reduces the misinterpretation of 

the “Russianness” primarily in Europe. Such confusions could have arrived during the Soviet 

era when it was more appropriate to define all citizens of the Soviet Union as “Soviet people” 

instead of acknowledging their nationality or ethnicity. As the biggest government and  

a political unit of the country were based on the territory of contemporary Russia, people 

from former Soviet Union countries are commonly mislabelled as Russians. This label 

created through history and media representation can make such immigrants invisible to 

avoid discrimination. Finally, there is antagonism from the insider’s perspective of the 

subcommunity. The reason can be found with a help of Soviet history and an unwillingness 

to be a big Soviet nation, along with the Czech history concerning the Soviet Union (Emmert 

2019). Overall, the definition of the Russian-speaking community based on the most used 

language is more suitable for this paper, even though it expands the number of the included 

ethnic groups. 
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Another characteristic of the Russian-speaking immigrant community is the presence 

of the collection pride. As Bernstein (2005: 84) explains, such pride inside this community 

can be understood primarily by the Soviet Union’s past and being labelled as one of the 

world’s superpowers. Even though such a statement can be rationalized as soviet propaganda 

towards its citizens that was undermining the stability of the Western countries, it still has 

its place among the immigrants from the former Soviet Union countries (Denny 1951: 259). 

Even after the fall of the Soviet Union, it became more apparent, the so-called dream of 

being a part of the superpower remained (Bernstein 2005: 84). Even though the collective 

pride is understood in the context of the mentioned dream, the proposed wealth and 

exclusiveness of the Soviet Union and its culture to a particular extent may still have its 

effect on the Russian-speaking community.  

In the context of the Russian food stores, it concerns mostly the products that were 

somewhat inherited from the Soviet Union by the current former Soviet Union countries. 

The mere “images of home”, that are represented by the previously mentioned cultural 

artifacts and, therefore, even the food products, are considered to be significant for the 

Russian-speaking immigrants (Bernstein 2015: 99). For this immigrant community, the 

resemblances of the products with the ones from the homeland can be even more important 

than their actual content and taste, which is crucial to understand for the discussion section 

of this paper. Furthermore, even the presence of the particularly “Russian” or to be exact 

“Soviet” products appear to be a sign of the authentic Russian food store in Prague. Overall, 

it should be taken into consideration that the food products inherited from the Soviet era may 

have a role in emphasizing customer’s collective pride. As was already mentioned, the 

images from home have their part in the immigrant’s customer behavior. However, it should 

be also noted that the Russian food stores in this context are presented as linking objects by 

Plaza (2014) or even “proxy for home (Bernstein 2015: 99). Such linking of the food 

products with the packaging, which even merely resembles the original product, provides 

this particular immigrant community at least with the representation of the home.  

To sum up, the Russian-speaking immigrant community in the global sense has its 

characteristics rooted in the Soviet past with its collective pride and the definition based on 

the most used language than on the ethnicity or race. Furthermore, the authenticity of the 

food products for this community is not a primary concern as even the representation of their 

so-called imaginary homeland will suffice in the context of the Russian food products. 
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2. Methodology and data description  

The usage of a qualitative approach is a well-established approach in assessing migration 

from an anthropological point of view. Previous studies have reported on the influence of 

migration in the Czech Republic (Uherek 2018). It was stated that migration has the potential 

to change the way of thinking among future immigrants and the Czech community (ibid: 

222). In that case, the expanding social ties by Granowetter (1973) in the new environment 

can be met with isolation (ibid: 225). Moreover, several studies have examined the issue of 

national identity and the nation in the context of migration (Brubaker 2004). In the case of 

this paper, the possible way of coping with such isolation is the emergence of the previously 

mentioned Russian food stores for immigrants from former Soviet Union countries. At the 

same time, the emergency of such ethnic food stores can be the source of nostalgia for the 

Russian-speaking immigrant community based on the illusion of the homeland that 

perseveres their national identities. To access this type of ethnic food stores the below 

mentioned two methods were used.   

2.1. Ethnographic research  

The qualitative method offers an effective way of exploring a sensitive subject and examines 

in detail issues that are not exclusively researched in a particular area, region, or community. 

By focusing explicitly on the particular cases, it has the potential to explain and examine 

them thoroughly (Mahoney and Goertz 2006: 230). For this paper, I have chosen the method 

of ethnography, which has its advantage in accessing multi-sited networks and can help with 

understanding how a particular place can affect a person (Fitzegarld 2006: 2). I would like 

to note that this is the principal aim of the current thesis and, therefore, the use of 

ethnography can be considered as a sufficient one.  

This ethnographic section of the data gathering is based on the interpretative 

discourse of social anthropology to have a deeper understanding of the subject of the study 

concerning the Russian-speaking immigrant community. The anthropological thought was 

inspired by Clifford Geertz's method of exploring people’s interactions and own experiences 

for its understanding (Panourgiá 2012). A small sample was chosen due to the expected 

difficulty of obtaining data from more than 30 shops located in Prague, and the simultaneous 

start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The majority of the studied stores were closed either due 

to the fear of illness, lack of clients, or even due to the owner’s temporary return to the 

homeland country. 
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 Data were gathered through the naturalistic observation conducted in eight “Russian” 

food shops in Prague for several months from November 2019 till March 2020. Prague, as 

an area of research, was chosen for its relatively major representation of the ethnic food 

stores in the Czech Republic based on the information gathered from several map portals – 

Google Maps, Mapy. cz and 2GIS. One advantage of gathering data through naturalistic 

observation is being unnoticed of researching the fieldwork. This approach is used in this 

study also due to its explorátory potential that is significant in the case of the effect of this 

kind of shop. Furthermore, the effect of being unnoticed was achieved based on the fact that 

I, as a researcher, am a Russian-speaking immigrant. Due to personal reasons, I did not 

develop any connections with the Russian-speaking immigrant communities, which was an 

advantage during the stage of data collection. 

 To understand how the Russian food stores play a role in the public domain for the 

immigrant communities, personal visits to these food stores were required. The visits were 

usually at the evening or lunch hours, where I spent up to an hour observing and, in some 

instances, communicating with customers or workers there. To enable the social actors to 

perceive me as a part of the community, the communication was converted from Czech to 

Russian in several cases. Here I would like to point out that in certain situations the 

conversation started in Russian right away due to various reasons – received a phone call, 

which was answered in Russian; pronunciation of the product's name without a Czech 

accent, or even asked a question, which indicated me being a part of the Russian-speaking 

community. However, I would like to stress out that those strategies were used to start  

a conversation. For analysis, the information received during those visits was noted soon 

after via electronic devices, which created an electronic version of the ethnographic diary 

with notes, commentaries in written and audio form. 

 Overall, the ethnography as a tool for assessing the significance of the ethnic food 

stores, including the chosen Russian food stores, provided the necessary data for further 

investigation, which was further developed in the online form due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Despite this, the performed fieldwork was crucial for this paper, and the future 

investigation was implemented only to complete and verify gathered information. 

2.1.2. Ethics and limitations 

In this investigation, there are several potential limitations. The main limitation is in the 

interrupted ethnographic research, which was necessary due to COVID-19 and applied 
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health-related restrictions by the Czech government. Since it was recommended to start the 

social distancing and, consequently, to limit social interactions face-to-face, including the 

visits of the public spaces up to a necessary minimum, it was decided to stop the 

ethnographic research in March 2020 and move to research on the online form that can 

complement and provide additional information.  

Another source of uncertainty lies in the languages of communication that appeared in 

the research area. Since it was not always possible to communicate in the clerk’s or 

customer’s mother tongues, there is a possibility for slight misunderstandings in the 

particular meanings of the picked-up conversations. However, the context was not lost due 

to appeared languages mix. By the language mix, the reader should imagine the situation, 

where the Czech language was used in communication between immigrants since it was not 

clear, whether both social actors speak the same mother language. 

2.2. Discourse analysis 

A variety of methods were used to assess the meaning of the common public spaces, 

including the ethnic food stores, for immigrant communities. Each has its advantages and 

drawbacks. However, the use of discourse analysis is a well-established approach in 

assessing not only the national identity (Clary-Lemon 2010; De Cillia et al. 1999) but also 

in analyzing websites with open access (for instance, Gu 2014), including e-shops (Awad, 

Ragowsky 2014). It was decided that the best method to adopt this paper after it became 

impossible to personally visit the Russian food stores in Prague due to health-related 

restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic, was to use the framing method in the 

discourse analysis, which was inspired by Ervin Goffman’s Gender Advertisements (1976) 

and Frame analysis (1974). 

Frame analysis was prepared according to the procedure used by Cynthia Gordon 

(Schiffrin et al. 2005). The main aim of this method is to investigate the constructions of the 

social worlds by representing the acquired definitions of situations. Through such analysis 

of the everyday experiences that are both social and situational in their nature, framing 

allows us to see the so-called “footings”. In other words, the signs and symbols of the studied 

encounters included the particular social situation. For this method, the eligibility criteria 

required the e-shop of the Russian food stores that are located in the Czech Republic with 

open access. A small sample of 5 online shopping websites was chosen, because of the 

expected difficulty of accessing all possible online shopping platforms of the Russian food 
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stores in the Czech Republic. The main difficulty is in fact that even though it was mentioned 

earlier in the paper that there are roughly 30 Russian food stores in Prague, the existence of 

the official website of such shops appeared not to be a common practice.  

To understand how Russian food stores maintain the immigrant discourse through the 

food products and can construct the national identity among the Russian-speaking immigrant 

community in the Czech Republic, the participation framework was applied. This allowed 

looking into the relation between addressed vs. unaddressed along with ratified vs. unratified 

(Schiffrin et al. 2005). In the context of the Russian food stores, this relates to the particular 

ethnic communities that are immigrants but do not call or identify themselves as “Russian”, 

which was discussed before in the explanation of the usage term “Russian-speaking 

community” instead of “Russian community”. To determine, whether the websites of the 

Russian food stores have a capacity for national identity constructions and to define the 

relation to the immigrant community itself through presenting the image of the homeland, 

the Russian-speaking immigrant frame was applied during the analysis. This allowed 

observing not only written text placed on those websites but also to analyze the visual 

dimension of those websites. The visual analysis was as well inspired by the framing method 

used in Gender advertisements (1976) by Erving Goffman. Visual materials presented on 

mentioned websites were taken into consideration based on the context of the immigrant 

discourse, including the signs and symbols that are presented as being “immigrant”, 

“foreign” or  “Russian”. 

Data for this paper were retrospectively collected from the following websites that are 

appearing in the Google search as “Ruské speciality v Praze“ (English translation: Russian 

specialties in Prague): 

 

• https://mozaikashop.cz 

• https://alenkashop.cz 

• https://www.ruskespeciality.cz 

• https://www.ruskolobok.cz 

• http://www.1ruskespeciality.cz 

 

Following this, the websites were analyzed separately and then findings between them were 

compared.  
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2.2.2. Ethics and limitations 

In this paper, it was not possible to investigate Russian food stores across the Czech Republic 

due to the vast majority of data and the need to complement data gathered during the 

ethnography phase in the Russian food stores in Prague. However, such investigation would 

be beneficial with a comparison of such websites between particular regions of the Czech 

Republic since the immigrant density is not homogenous across the country (Uherek 2008). 

Nevertheless, the immigrant community in the capital city, such as Prague, can still have 

significant results due to relatively contained data. 

 Furthermore, it should be noted that since the websites were open access, there was 

no need to request a confirmation from an owner and/or an administrator of the website for 

the data gathering and further analysis. In addition to that, I would like to note that the 

comment sections, that were available on several of the selected websites, were not analyzed 

since it was not possible to define, whether the author of the commentary is an immigrant  

or not. 
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3. Findings  

The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings acquired in the data gathering and 

analysis stage. This chapter will be divided into two sections per used methodology. To 

present the explored issues in more detail, I would like to start with findings from the 

ethnographic research based on the ethnographic diary. After that, I would like to deepen 

those findings by discourse analysis. 

3.1.  Ethnographic diary 

To assess how the Russian food stores play a role in the public domain by being a part of the 

Russian-speaking immigrant community, the ethnographic observation was conducted. By 

exploring people’s interactions during the visits to the store and casual conversation about 

such stores with immigrants including those, who are not associate themselves with the 

Russian-speaking immigrant community, it was possible to conduct naturalistic observation 

with an effect of being unnoticed and to some extent being included in the immigrant 

community.  

To understand the possible role of “Russian” food shops as a medium of adaptation 

for Russian-speaking immigrants through the food products, it is crucial to see not only what 

is in their inventory and its appearance. From the first glance, shops are dispersed through 

the central part of Prague and then on the periphery. It is easier to access them in the city 

center and also it is simpler to find for the new arrivers that moved recently to Prague. 

Moreover, shops located in the city center are a short distance from the subway stations or 

straight in the vestibule of those stations. As for those, that are on the periphery, these 

districts are usually described as being “particularly Russian” or “explicitly Ukrainian”. 

Indeed, Appendix 1 illustrates some of the Russian food stores in Prague that are located 

mostly in the city center. I would like to note here that this image was made using the data 

from the mapping portal 2GIS, which does not reflect all Russian food stores in Prague. That 

is why to visit such food stores not only in the city center, three different mapping portals 

were used – Google maps, Mapy. cz and 2 GIS. Nevertheless, some of the locations of the 

Russian food stores were following the concentrated Russian-speaking immigrant 

community so-called “favorites” districts – subway stations “Stodůlky”, “Lužiny”. 

However, the aim of this paper is not to discuss the urbanization of these city districts by  

a particular immigrant community, it would be beneficial in the future to explore this issue 
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in a more detailed way since there seems to be a dense concentration of the ethnic  

food stores.  

The role of the decorations of such shops is also significant as it can contribute to 

two major issues.  The first one concerns the local population that can see such shops as  

a source of exotic food or as a legacy of the Czech historic relation with the former USSR. 

“Russian” food stores for them can be used only on particular occasions or as a source of  

a particular product. In one of the visits, the elderly couple visits this shop according to the 

woman’s words “to buy a true vodka for the Ukrainian friend of ours”. At this point, I would 

like to point out the fact that the Russian food stores are visits not only explicitly by the 

immigration community, but also by locals. The presented finding suggests that locals visit 

this kind of store in case of the special occasions. The second issue regarding the role of such 

food shops concerns their significance to the Russian-speaking immigrants as they are 

considered as target clients. Since the names of the products in most of the shops are written 

in Russian, along with the store’s heading, this recalls mostly to the Russian-speaking 

immigrants in Prague.  

Furthermore, it can be expected that those shops will have some specific products 

that will remind immigrants of their homeland or will include cultural artifacts of the home 

country. Indeed, the decorations and most of the displaced products were containing images 

of nature, famous sightseeing, or various cultural artifacts. It was common to see an old doll 

or traditional Slavic musical instruments placed as decorations. Nevertheless, even the 

names of the food stores had indications of the cultural appropriations – Azbuka (“Alphabet” 

in English) or “Kolobok”. Some of the store’s names were doubled in Czech and Russian 

language. For instance, the store “Vlaštovka“ („Swallow“ in English) has a heading in both 

languages – Czech and Russian. In addition to the decorations, it is a common feature among 

those food stores to have an illustration of the Slavic traditional art ornaments – usually gzhel 

or khokhloma.    

Further observation revealed that more than half of the displaced products just 

resembled the existing products in the countries of the former USSR and are produced in 

Germany with some labels being remained in the German language. Nevertheless, some 

products were produced in Ukraine or Georgia. In addition to that, there were also 

newspapers in Russian produced in the Czech Republic by the Russian community center. 

Concerning the food products, the main aspect was clearly on the packaging since even in 
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the conversations, the customers were satisfied with the resemblance on the packaging, even 

though the origin of the product was not from the original place.  

It is apparent from the ethnographic observation that the food packaging itself was 

more important than the authenticity of the product. In some participated conversations, the 

clerks were even arguing that the product in the food store is better since “it consists of the 

European ingredients”. In some cases, the particular packaging was required to evoke  

a memory or a feeling. Interestingly, for some of the visitors, a certain ingredient (usually 

canned fish or baking soda) was required to make “a true home recipe” However, similar 

products are available at the local supermarkets. Moreover, only two of the visited food 

stores provided the so-called homecooked dishes that are traditional for the former USSR 

countries. The most surprising result to emerge from the data is that the clerks, who were 

usually a part of the Russian-speaking immigrant community, tended to identify a least  

a place of origin based on the purchased product. If not, there was a usual commentary or  

a suggestion for the complementary product to make a particular dish. Even though the 

advice to purchase another product can be understood as a selling strategy, the commentaries 

regarding the purchases were rather a conversation’s starters to discuss politics, recent 

holidays, or even weather.  

Together, these results provide important insights into how Russian-speaking 

immigrants find such food stores as a transition stage between their homelands and the Czech 

Republic. Based on the findings, it is done in a way of restoring at least the images of the 

homeland by recreating food practices. Traditional domestic food can be considered as an 

escape to a comfort zone or an attempt to create one during the post-arrival stage of isolation. 

In an attempt to find something well-known, it can be a part of the process that leads to 

partial assimilation and, at the same time, can ease the process of cultural adaptation in the 

new environment. In summary, these results show that the Russian food stores are a part of 

the immigrant community that define and persevere their national identities.  

3.2. Discourse analysis 

To assess the construction of the national identity among the Russian-speaking immigrant 

community by the food products through the Russian food stores’ websites, the earlier 

mentioned framing method of the discourse analysis was used. All five websites shared the 

same feature – symbols, and signs related to the Post-Soviet countries’ cultures. This relates 

even to the name of the websites and the e-shop themselves: 
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Mozaika – Russian puzzles. 

Alenka – a traditional name in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus, and the name of the promoted 

chocolate bars that were produced in the USSR and is still produced in Russia with an image 

of a child with a headscarf.  

Vlaštovka (in English: swallow) – Slavic symbol of the spring; source of the Ukrainian 

superstitions.  

Kolobok – a fairy tale character from in the Post-Soviet countries.  

Ruské speciality (in English: Russian specialties) – the notion of the mere „Russian“ 

products. 

 

However, not only the names of the websites showed the symbols of cultural unity, 

but also their design. Even though this does not concern Mozaika e-shop with its rather 

humble web design, which does not hold any cultural symbols or sign in the color scheme 

and does not contain any images, this cannot be said about the rest of the studied sample.  

E-shop Alenka showed the subtle representation of the table full of the food that symbolizes 

the traditional feast that is a part of the Slavic culture. Furthermore, the presentation of nature 

was occurring in Alenka, Vlaštovka, and Kolobok in the design of the websites. In addition 

to that, the color scheme of the two websites – Vlaštovka and Ruské specialty – were 

mimicking the traditional Slavic art paintings. The Vlaštovka resembled the art painting in 

khokhloma, which is characterized by the use of the red and yellow color scheme. The Ruské 

specialty website used the gzehl painting, which is defined by the use of the blue color 

scheme. Interestingly, there were also differences in the languages used on those websites. 

It differed from using only the Czech language or even the bilingual version on the website 

to make two versions of the website – one in Czech and one in Russian. In addition, none of 

those e-shops made a version in any other language than Russian, even though the Ukrainian 

immigrant community in the Czech Republic is more numerous than Russians (Uherek 

2008). The more surprising observation was that even in the Czech versions, there was still 

some information written in Russian. Usually, it was related to the working hours of the 

store.  

If we now turn to the main content of those websites, it can be also seen from the 

quick search among the products that the description is short and does not hold any 

significant explanations regarding the particular product. This leads to a thought that  
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a consumer should know the required information regarding the product and does not require 

any further explanations. Furthermore, it should be noted that several websites offer not only 

food but also drugstores’ products, newspapers from Russia, and even board games. 

Therefore, the Russian food stores in their online version provide not only the representation 

of the Russian-speaking immigrant community’s food practices but also the everyday routine 

including chores.  

These results suggest that the Russian food stores’ websites indeed carry the 

immigrant discourse in the web designs, but also contain the notion of the national identity 

construction in the way of addressing the products on the websites. However, the main 

finding is in the way of displaying the products by emphasizing their origin and/or 

incorporating the images of the “homeland”. Overall, these results indicate that even 

websites of these Russian food stores carry more than one discourse, where both of them 

should be taken into consideration.   
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4. Discussion  

It was hypothesized that Russian food stores located in Prague play a particular role as  

a public domain for the Russian-speaking immigrant community by constructing and/or 

persevering their national identities and also providing the sense of the homeland based on 

the sense of nostalgia. Furthermore, the purpose of the current study was to determine 

whether “Russian” food stores can be considered as a medium for immigrant’s adaptation 

through the so-called recreation of their homeland. As mentioned in the theoretical 

background, there is a particular significance of the ethnic food shops among immigrants 

related to the adaption and assimilation process in the new country of residence (Bernstein 

2015). The analysis conducted for this paper has shown that these food stores should be 

understood as “proxies of home” that play a role in a transition stage during the isolation 

phase for newly arrived immigrants in Prague by remaining food practices from a country 

of their origin and by evoking the sense of the comfort that can be perceived as a nostalgia. 

Even though the issue of nostalgia was prevailed by the other discourse, I would like to point 

out that it imprints on each of the found discourses in its particular way.  

Through naturalistic observation, it was implied that there are various reasons for 

visiting such shops – homesickness/desire for something familiar, to show part of the food 

practices to friends/colleagues, or to recreate food practices at least through similar 

packaging. In general, it seems that those food shops can contribute to the Czech culture, 

too. By that, I mean ways in which products are offered, and, also, which products are 

displayed in the majority. As was discovered, those stores are seeming to be under the 

impression of stereotypes regarding former Soviet Union countries that lie deep in the history 

of Czech and Soviets relationships. Taken together, these findings from the ethnographic 

diary and discourse analysis suggest that Russian food stores in Prague are defined by two 

discourses. The first part of this Chapter will be concentrated on the immigrant discourse 

that is presented in the offline and online form of those food stores. The second discourse 

will focus on the national identity construction that is facilitated through the food packaging 

and food itself. However, it should be noted that the nostalgia that was mentioned in the 

introduction chapter of this work is incorporated in both of those discourses, which will be 

presented further. That is why it is essential to recognize that such public spaces, as ethnic 

food stores in Prague, have their meaning for the immigrant community not only in the public 

sense but also in a private one. 
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4.1.  Immigrant discourse 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter regarding the outside and inside the interior of the 

Russian food stores, it is rather apparent that the customer will be at least an immigrant. The 

store's logo is usually written in Russian or, at least, has a meaning for the Russian-speaking 

people. “Azbuka”, “Kolobok” – are some examples of the signs that carry a notion of at least 

understanding Russian. Furthermore, their location in Prague is corresponding with the 

Russian-speaking immigrant community’s usual urban districts or at the city center, where 

the stores are located near the subway station. Nevertheless, the entry of those stores is 

usually accompanied by a picture or an art ornament that, as well, symbolizes the Slavic 

culture. In addition to that, the inside interior is filled with cultural artifacts resembling, at 

least, the immigrant’s image of the homeland. These findings confirm the recreation of the 

immigrant’s homeland by various cultural artifacts that were mentioned by Bernstein (2015) 

in her study of the Russian food stores in Germany. Therefore, this indicated that the Russian 

food stores contain an immigrant’s discourse to attract potential customers by exploiting the 

detachment from the home country. 

 In this paper, it was discussed that the nostalgia for the immigrant from the former 

USSR countries is relatively common (Parla 2009; Svašek 2008). Since it was not possible 

to find out the exact time when a particular customer moved to the Czech Republic, other 

possible explanations should not be omitted. Nevertheless, the following observation from 

one of the visits can illustrate how an immigrant’s discourse is linked with the nostalgia 

concerning the food displayed at the Russian food stores: 

 

“A man in his 30s enters the food stores in quite a hurry. Both are speaking half 

Ukrainian, half Russian.  

 

M: Do you have “Artek”? I have been looking for quite a long time. 

Clerk: Yes, of course, they arrived recently.  

M: Great, I was missing this taste of childhood currently with all this around.  

Clerk: Surely, everyone needs some childhood from time to time.  

 

The man buys the waffles “Artek” along with other products and leaves the food stores. 

Since it is the first time I have ever heard about those cookies, I am curious to find out 

more. Waffles are originally produced in Ukraine, where were located one of the best 
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children’s summer camps in the USSR under the same name. I hear the clerk’s voice 

behind me in Czech with a heavy accent.  

 

Clerk: They were quite popular in Ukraine, but I do not think they were imported in 

Russia.  

Me: Oh, thank you. “ 

 

November 2019, Vlaštovka, Můstek 

  

With regards to the theme of nostalgia, this fragment suggests that immigrants may 

not seek these stores to be reminded of the homeland, but they find the mentioned comfort 

food that can evoke positive associations, including those from childhood (Spence 2017: 

105). This is also consistent with those of other studies and suggests that the feeling of 

nostalgia is layered by the outside world (in this case, by the waffles) and a person’s 

experiences (memory from childhood). The other surprising finding that was derived from 

this fragment is the clerk’s interest in defining the customer’s nationality based on the 

purchased items. Since I was not acquainted with this particular product, I was not assumed 

to be a part of the Ukrainian diaspora. Nevertheless, the issue of national identity will be 

explored more in the next section.   

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that it was common to observe the situations at 

those stores, where the customer’s purchase led to a more detailed conversation about the 

current events, an immigrant’s place of origin, or even food cravings. The following 

fragment can be used as an illustration of such encounters: 

 

“A woman enters the food stores asking for a baking soda. The conversation between her 

and a clerk in Russian.  

W: Do you have our baking soda? 

Clerk: Sure, it is there (points out to the shelf with the drugstore’s products).  

W: Great, thank you.  

Clerk: You are welcome. You find local baking soda weird for our recipes, don’t you? 

W: Yes, at first, I thought it was the recipe or me, but after several tries, I decided to do the 

same with our baking soda, and the baking was back to normal.  

Clerk: I understand you.” 
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January 2020, Teremok, náměstí Jiřího z Poděbrad  

 

 This finding corroborates the ides of Alfonso (2014: 176), who suggested that 

immigrants, along with ethnic minorities, usually remain the food practices from the 

homeland. Even though the consistency of the baking soda from Russian food stores may 

differ from the one at the local supermarkets, it indicates that the remained food practices 

also include the use of familiar food products. This is also in agreement with Chadwell’s 

(2002) findings which showed that the Italian diaspora in the USA will purchase a rather 

expensive Italian tomato sauce than buying the local one. Therefore, the use of the familiar 

products to prepare a meal that is a part of the immigrant’s food practices can be understood 

as a way of preserving these food practices and, consequently, the feeling of being an 

outsider to the local food practices. 

As per the same fragment that was mentioned earlier, it is noticeable that clerks at 

the Russian food store start the conversation or at least give an impulse. Even though the 

little conversations with clerks out of politeness may be considered as a social norm, in the 

case of the Russian food stores, the observed conversation was carrying the notion of the 

recollection of the news from the home countries, local traditions, or food practices and even 

the updates regarding immigration regulations. These findings further support the idea of 

Bernstein (2015), who suggests that ethnic food stores are not merely a place filled with food 

but also a so-called communication bridge (Plaza 2014: 468) between the lost social status 

and milieu and a new reality in the host country. Overall, the Russian food stores should be 

considered as a communication bridge for the immigrant community since it provides the 

community with a public space to occasionally meet and provide with social contact that 

may be carried in some cases even in their mother language. 

Furthermore, the immigrant discourse can be considered the strongest in the online 

versions of the studied food stores due to the nature of those websites and the method of 

approaching their clients by the earlier presented usage of the images and art ornaments to 

somewhat decorate the online space with the cultural artifacts in the same manner as with 

the actual food stores. I would like to note here that this immigrant discourse is related vastly 

to the Russian-speaking immigrant community, even though the websites are open access. 

However, it should be acknowledged that not only Russian-speaking immigrants are regular 

clients of those food stores and their websites. It is encouraging to compare this with the 

work of Sean Chadwell (2002), who suggests that the ethnic food restaurants along with the 
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ethnic food stores are regularly attracting not only “targeted” immigrant community, but also 

immigrants from other countries along with the locals. Therefore, the immigrant discourse 

is presented also in the online space created by the owners of the Russian food stores, which 

confirms that the targeted clientele of these food stores is predominantly immigrant 

communities. 

Taken together, these results suggest that the immigrant discourse that was present 

in both offline and online versions of the Russian food stores is spoken through the 

representation of the homeland or its food practices. However, from the customer’s 

perspective, a particular product is required due to the sense of nostalgia for a particular 

memory or even a taste. In addition to that, the immigrant discourse is transmitted in the 

offline form of the food stores by being a public communication bridge for the Russian-

speaking immigrant community. Nevertheless, the same cannot be applied to the online 

version since it lacks social contact.   

4.2. National identity discourse 

This section of the discussion will focus on the national identity discourse that is present in 

both online and offline versions of the Russian food stores. It is interesting to note that the 

pre-condition of visiting such e-shops is a necessity due to various reasons. This finds 

supports previous research into this area which links the existence of the ethnic food stores 

and their role in constructing and persevering the national identity of the particular 

immigrant community (Maffei 2017). It can also be supported by several observations noted 

in the ethnographic diary. In particular, it is not common to ask for a suggestion in the 

Russian food store, which was done in two separate cases. The first situation was related to 

the English-speaking immigrant, who was looking at “meat ravioli and sparkled bread 

lemonade that my Ukrainian friend brought to me once”. The clerk was eager to help the 

customer find the product that was remembered only by the packaging. As for the second 

situation, it was a young woman that asked for suggestions since “my Czech colleagues 

asked about our traditional sweets”. Once again, the customer was provided with various 

suggestions, which “Czechs will appreciate in taste”. Overall, these findings indicate that at 

least by the Russian food stores’ personnel there is a division between the ones, who know 

the products, and the ones that require some assistance. 

Moreover, this discourse can be also explained by the absence of the products’ 

descriptions in the majority of the selected websites. It illustrates how the immigrant should 
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already know the purpose and taste of the product before purchasing it. The notion of 

“looking for something that I know I want” can be explained by acknowledging that the 

construction of the national identity also includes the food practices acquired during the 

years spent at the homeland (Plaza 2014: 469).  In that case, the notion of nostalgia is also 

existent in this discourse by the immigrant’s need to maintain the homeland’s national 

identity despite its possible limitation with the integration to the local society and culture.  

Furthermore, the food itself plays a significant role in memory work (ibid). Therefore, the 

loss of the culturally embedded food practices, along with the memories that particular food 

can be related to (holidays, food-related traditions), makes the food products an essential 

part of the national identity construction. The observed discourse was particularly apparent 

in the New Year’s period of the observation. It is illustrated by the various discounts for the 

products that are used in the traditional New Year’s meals among the Russian-speaking 

community. Furthermore, leaflets of the various invitations for the New Year’s celebrations 

appeared in several of the visited Russian food stores in December 2019. Taken together, it 

is possible to state that the Russian food stores in their both online and offline variations can 

maintain the immigrant’s original national identity. 

The present results are significant in at least two respects. The first implicates that 

even the websites of the ethnic food stores have their value in the construction and 

representation of the national identity among immigrant communities. Furthermore, these 

results suggest there is a present need not only for ethnic food among Russian-speaking 

immigrants, at least in Prague, but also for the various assortment such as drugstores, 

newspapers, and board games in the Russian language. Despite its exploratory nature, this 

study offers some insights into immigrants’ influences not only on the city landscape by 

creating communication bridges in the form of the food stores, but also the way it “enters” 

the city’s culture and the co-living of immigrants and locals in one place. It can be therefore 

assumed that the Russian food stores in Prague can be understood as a public space for the 

immigrant community, which is not limited only by the Russian-speaking immigrants. 

Moreover, these stores play a significant role of maintain and persevering the national 

identity of the immigrant community through food products. In future investigations, it 

might be possible to incorporate the naturalistic observation not only to the Russian food 

stores in Prague but across the Czech Republic. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis set out to determine whether the Russian food stores in Prague can be  

a public space for the Russian-speaking community that projects the sense of nostalgia 

through the food. The findings suggest there are two discourses present on the selected five 

e-shops and eight physical stores – the immigrant and the national identity discourses that 

interlinked by the notion of nostalgia through the homesickness or memory-work related to 

the time spent in the home country. This paper has shown there are several ways, in which 

these food stores can be considered as a part of community life. An implication of this is the 

possibility that appearing ethnic food stores in Prague propose the need to persevere the 

national identity of the immigrant community that may appear during the adaptation and 

assimilation phases due to migration. This work contributes to existing knowledge of ethnic 

food stores by providing an insight into the nature of such stores in the Czech Republic from 

both offline and online variations.  

The findings in this paper are subject to at least three limitations. First, the small 

sample of the existing Russian food stores located in Prague may be considered as narrow. 

Secondly, the naturalistic observation was limited in its duration due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Thirdly, these results may not apply to other various immigrant communities in 

the Czech Republic. Further work needs to be done to establish whether the Russian food 

stores across the Czech Republic contain the immigrant and national identity discourse.  

A reasonable approach to tackle this could be to conduct ethnographic research and discourse 

analysis that will help to identify whether such food stores have indeed their social role for 

the immigrant community in the Czech Republic as a whole or whether these discourses are 

affected the city.  

Summary 

The diploma thesis presents an exploratory analysis of the Russian food stores in Prague 

concerning the food and the sense of nostalgia that accompanies visits to such public spaces. 

Observed data were gathered through the findings noted in the ethnographic diary based on 

the naturalistic observation during visits at the eight Russian food stores in Prague and the 

framing method applied to the five e-shops that present themselves as online variations of 

the Russian food stores. 
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 It was discovered by presented research methods that online and offline variations of 

the Russian food stores in Prague carry two discourses, which are interlinked by a common 

theme – nostalgia. The first discourse is related particularly to the immigrant community 

without division between Russian-speaking immigrants and others. This discourse is focused 

on representing the immigrant’s status by presenting the food and food packaging illustrating 

the homeland. The second discourse is concentrated on the national identity construction 

through the expected knowledge about the products and their use. In this case, it should be 

noted that the preservation of the national identity through maintaining food practices and 

routine accompanied with it is related to the immigrant’s sense of isolation during the 

assimilation process. 
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skupiny migrantů, kteří momentálně nepobývají v domovské zemi. V takovém případě 

máme před sebou ze sociálně-antropologického hlediska zajímavou situaci – existuje 

skupina, která žije v daném případě v Česku, je do jisté míry vynucená se přizpůsobit 

evropským či českým stravovacím návykům, ale čas od času si částečně či natrvalo kupuje 

zboží z domovské zemí. Jedná se o částečnou či slabou integraci vybrané skupiny migrantů? 

Je to dáno rozdílem ve kvalitě potravin nebo jedinečností příchutí? Může to být spojením 

určitých emocí či vzpomínek s vybraným druhem jídla? 
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Dle Catherine Lutz a Geoffrey M. White (1986) se emoce jeví spíše jako materiální entita 

v sociálních vědách. Podobná dimenze eliminuje emoce na jejich fyzickou složku, jako jsou 

například pohyb hlavy či úsměv. Na druhé straně by emoce měly být považovány za cenný 

zdroj kulturních významů v sociálním světě jedince. Podobný náhled na emoce považuji za 

fundamentální pro svou práci. S ohledem na práci Julie Bernstein (2015) lze uvažovat o 

smyslových aspektech jídla jako o zdroji „živých vzpomínek“ a nástroji vytváření pocitu 

domova. Propojení smyslových aspektů jídla je potřeba chápat z pohledu každodenního 

života nejen jako zdroj výživy či důsledkem tradic. Smyslové aspekty jídla bych ráda 

uchopila v rámci rozmanitých kontextů každodenního habitu, kde se propojují smyslové 

aspekty kultury a jídla s cílem vytváření nových významů, emocí, vzpomínek, a dokonce i 

hodnot (Sutton, 2010: 221). Pocit nostalgie v komunitách migrantů byl již prozkoumán 

z pohledu sociálních sítí (Korinek, 2016), sociálních vztahů (Harper. 2017) nebo na základě 

kulturních rozdílů v oblasti genderu (Parla, 2009). Zde bych chtěla upozornit na nedostatek 

poznatků o vztahu mezi jídlem, emocemi a migrantem. Mým záměrem je tak poukázat na 

významnost nejen společných dějin či vzpomínek ve skupině migrantů, ale jak se příchuť do 

jisté míry může rovnat vzpomínce, která později vyvolává pocit nostalgie. Z prvního 

pohledu se zdá o velice komplexní jev, avšak zde bych chtěla poukázat na jednoduchou 

analogii z každodenního života. Princip „comfort food“ (český „komfortní jídlo“) 

v psychologii je spojen s propojením jídla a pamětí člověka. Tak, podobný druh jídla má za 

cíl nejen splnit svůj fyziologický účel (nakrmit), ale i psychologický, který spočívá ve 

vyvolávání pozitivních emocích spojených s jeho konzumací (Troisi, 2011). Právě podobný 

vztah mezi jídlem u ruský-mluvících zákazníků obchodů s ruskými potravinami je mým 

primárním zájmem.  

Tento projekt se zabývá vztahem mezi jídlem a emocemi. Konkrétně pocitem nostalgie. 

Mým hlavním cílem je prozkoumat tento vztah v rámci obchodů takzvaných ruských 

potravin, které se nachází v Praze. Moje pojetí vztahu mezi jídlem a emocemi je založeno 

na emočním poutě, které je vytvářeno na základě vzpomínek spojených s určitým druhem 

potravy či dokonce s příchutí. Na druhou stranu bych ráda zmínila, že v případě obchodů 

ruských potravin je kladen důraz i na vnější balení zboží. Cílem je pak prověřit emoční pouto 

mezi potravinami v ruských obchodech a imigranty, kteří zakládají podobné obchody a jsou 

zároveň i jejich zákazníky. Hlavní otázkou navrhované etnografické studie je vztah způsobů 

uvažování rusky mluvících zákazníků ve vztahu k „ruským potravinám“ neboli zboží, které 

je připomínající na příkladu pozorování, které bude provedeno v podobných pražských 
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obchodech. V navrhované diplomové práci bych položila za hlavní výzkumnou otázku, jaký 

je vztah v kontextu obchodů „Ruských potravin“ mezi jídlem (nabízeným zbožím) a 

imigrantem, který zde vystupuje jako kupující. Tento vztah nabývá různorodé podoby, které 

se snaží tematizovat konkrétnější takzvané podotázky:   

 

1. Jakou roli představuje obchod s ruskými potravinami pro jeho návštěvníky, a to 

bez ohledu na jejich státní příslušnost?  

2. Jakými způsoby je vytvářen „ruský produkt“? Zda se jedná o skutečně identické 

zboží či jeho náhražku s podobným vzhledem? 

3. Jakou hodnotu a roli má vzhledová stránka ruského zboží pro migranta?  

4. Jakou hodnotu ze sociálně-kulturního a sociálně-ekonomického hlediska mají 

„ruské potraviny“? Jedná se o příchuť, vzhled nebo jde pouze o kontakt s něčím, 

co připomíná domovskou zemi? 

 

Z mého osobního pohledu jako ruský-mluvicího imigranta je zřetelné, že hledání 

potravin připomínající zemi původu je jedním ze způsobů překonání kulturního šoku, který 

zažívají imigranti v průběhu asimilace (Nolan 1990). V daném případě by se jednalo o 

druhou fázi kulturního šoku, neboť člověk pociťuje ztrátu své původní identity a hodnot. 

V minulosti nastavené signály a symboly již přestávají být pochopitelné v novém prostředí 

migranta, což do jisté míry může vyvolávat pocit ztráty (ibid: 2). S cílem najít ztracené 

symboly a přiblížit se k již známému prostředí se může jednat o umělé vytváření podobného 

prostředí skrze jídlo a příchutě. Na druhou stranu nelze popřít, že jídlo není jediným 

způsobem zvládání kulturního šoku a udržování vztahu se svou národní identitou nebo 

kulturou, avšak na tuto dimenzi se ve většině případů zapomíná v důsledků 

komercionalizace podobných obchodů a jejich vytváření za účelem zisku. Podobný pohled 

v žádném případě nelze opomíjet, jelikož se jedná o výdělečnou činnost, kterou cizinec musí 

sám či s něčí pomocí zařídit a udržovat dle zákonů příslušné zemí. Avšak podobný dokonce 

i pro mě, studentku sociologie a sociální antropologie, příchuť pelmeni či kvasu vyvolává 

pocit domova a dětství, aniž bych se nacházela v daném okamžiku v Rusku.  

 

Předpokládané metody zpracování 

 

Vzhledem k povaze výzkumných otázek a navrhovanému tématu bych ráda zvolila 

kvalitativní přístup. Cílem je popsat atmosféru a prostředí obchodů s ruskými potravinami 
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v co nejširším kontextu jako zázemí k jeho důslednějšímu prozkoumání z jednotlivých 

dimenzí. Pomocí zúčastněného a nezúčastněného pozorování chci docílit nejtěsnějšího 

kontaktu s terénem. Etnografické pozorování je zde klíčovou osnovou pro odhalení reality, 

která bude následně podrobena analýze. Ráda bych zde i využila příležitost jakéhosi 

zapadnutí do role „klasického klienta“ podobných obchodů jakožto rusky mluvícího 

imigranta, který chce odhalit realitu a poukázat na důležitost podobných obchodů nejen pro 

českou ekonomiku, ale i pro migranty jako zdroj vzpomínek či způsob zvládání kulturního 

šoku. Zároveň plánuji provést biografické rozhovory či hloubkové rozhovory s návštěvníky 

podobných obchodů. Myslím si, že podobným způsobem se dá minimálně zmapovat téma 

ruských potravin a jejich role v kosmopolitním městě jako Praha.   

  

Etické souvislosti zvažovaného projektu 

  

Jelikož se jedná o kvalitativní výzkum, dodržování etických předpisů Fakulty sociálních věd 

Univerzity Karlovy je samozřejmou součástí mé diplomové práce. V případě provedení 

bibliografických či hloubkových rozhovorů bude předem zajištěn písemný či ústní 

informovaný souhlas, jelikož se bude jednat o přímý kontakt s člověkem, který může 

v průběhu rozhovoru poskytnout citlivé údaje. Podobné citlivé údaje budou před analýzou 

anonymizované, aby se nedalo na základě informací uvedených v budoucí práci 

identifikovat účastníka rozhovoru. V případě etnografického výzkumu nespadá popis 

veřejných míst pod citlivý údaj a v takovém případě bude zajištěna jen anonymizace přímých 

účastníků rozhovorů. V případě pořízení fotografických materiálů se bude jednat o souhlas 

s pořizováním fotografií a jeho následným zveřejněním.  
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Appendix no. 1: Russian food stores locations in Prague (map) 

 

 

Resource: 2GIS 
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